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A b stra c t
This thesis consists o f two parts. The first one extends an idea developed by 
J. P. Roth. He succeeded to  construct a Feller semigroup associated w ith  a 
second order e llip tic  d ifferentia l operator L(x , D )  by investigating the semi­
groups obtained by freezing the coefficients of L(x , D).  In  Chapter 2 we show 
tha t a m odification of his method works also for certain pseudodifferential 
operators w ith  bounded negative definite symbols. P a rtly  we can rely on 
ideas of E. Popescu. In  Chapter 3 we show tha t i f  a certain pseudo differen­
tia l operator —q(x, D )  generates a Feller semigroup (Tt )t^o then the Feller 
semigroups ( ^ t ^ ) t>0 generated by the pseudodifferential operators whose 
symbols are the Yosida approximations of — q(x,£), i.e.
v +  q {x ,Q
converge strongly to (Tt )t3s0-
Introduction
Pseudodifferential operators w ith  negative definite symbols and the ir relation 
to  Feller semigroups are recurrent topics in  th is thesis. The m otivation for 
studying this connection can be found in  the field of stochastic processes. 
One may identify a Feller semigroup (7 i)t^ 0j which is a pos itiv ity  preserving, 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup of linear operators defined on Coo, 
w ith  a Feller process ( (X t )t^o, P x )^xeRn. The general idea is to use pseudo- 
differentia l operators as generators of Feller semigroups and thus to associate 
w ith  reasonably “nice” pseudodifferential operators corresponding Feller pro­
cesses. Once this connection is established, one may then use the fact tha t 
every pseudodifferential operator is. uniquely determined by its  symbol to  use 
properties of the symbol to  study properties of the Feller process, see [8], [9], 
[24]—[26] as well as [17].
Let us go in to some more detail: A  basic result from stochastic analy­
sis is Kolm ogorov’s extension theorem which gives us for every Markovian 
semigroup of kernels (pt (x, A ) ) t>Q, x  e ]Rn, A a  Mn measurable, the exis­
tence of a stochastic process. The in terpre ta tion of pt {x ,A )  is tha t of the 
p robab ility  of being at the tim e t  in  the set A  when starting  at t  =  0 in 
x  e Mn. I f  we are now given a Feller semigroup (Tt ) t^o on Coo, we can obtain 
such a Markovian semigroup of kernels by setting pt (x, A) :=  TtXA{x) where 
the right-hand side is well-defined i f  we take a monotone approxim ation of 
Xa by continuous functions. Vice versa i f  we start w ith  a Feller process a 
Feller semigroup (Tt) t^o is given by Ttu(x)  :=  E (u (X t ) ) .  Next we would like 
to  identify  the generator of every Feller semigroup. We m ention here tha t 
there is no classification theorem tha t tells us th a t every Feller semigroup 
is generated by a pseudodifferential operator w ith  negative definite symbol. 
But we may ask under which conditions certain pseudodifferential operators 
generate Feller semigroups.
The m ain too l for constructing operator semigroups is the Hille-Yosida 
Theorem as stated in  Section 1.4. I t  turns out th a t a result by Ph. Courrege 
[6] is fundamental to  make the Hille-Yosida Theorem work for pseudodiffer­
entia l operators in  order to construct a Feller semigroup. The result char­
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acterizes pseudodifferential operators w ith  negative definite symbols as the 
only ones th a t satisfy the positive m axim um  principle, i.e. A  : D {A )  —> C  
D (A )  a  Coo, satisfies the positive m axim um  principle on D (A )  whenever 
for u  e D (A )  the fact tha t u (x q ) =  supxe]Rn u (x)  ^  0 implies A u (x o) ^  0. 
Another im portan t theory needed in  th is context is the symbolic calculus 
for negative definite functions developed by W . Hoh in  [10]. I t  is an exten­
sion of the classical symbolic calculus as presented in  e.g. Kumano-go [19]. 
In th is thesis we concentrate on the construction of Feller semigroups using 
pseudodifferential operators w ith  negative definite symbols.
Chapter 1 contains an explanation of the nota tion tha t we use and also 
introduces other topics such as negative definite functions, Bernstein func­
tions, pseudodifferential operators and some operator semigroup theory. In  
Chapter 2 we firs t explain how J. P. Roth in  [23] succeeded to  construct 
Feller semigroups associated w ith  a second order e llip tic  differential operator 
L (x ,D ) .  Then we extend his method to pseudodifferential operators w ith  
bounded negative definite symbols. In  Chapter 3 we use a pseudodifferential 
operators —qM (x, D )  whose symbols is the Yosida approxim ation of a given 
symbol g, i.e.
- 9M (x , D ) =  ^  ■ f i ( f l  d*.
Jr» ^ 0
and show th a t the sequence of corresponding semigroups v >  0,
tha t is generated by —q(v\ x , D ) ,  converges strongly to  the Feller semigroup 
(Tt)t5>o for v —► oo. We need to make the assumption th a t — q(x, D)  generates 
the Feller semigroup (Tt) t^ q.
2
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries
The main purpose of th is chapter is to  f ix  the notation used throughout 
th is thesis and to introduce some of the concepts we need in  later chap­
ters. We begin w ith  explaining our notation in  Section 1, whereas Section 
2 treats negative definite functions. Section 3 introduces pseudodifferential 
operators, the symbol of which are continuous negative definite functions 
w ith  respect to the co-variable.' For these operators the corresponding sym­
bolic calculus is discussed. Section 4 contains some m aterial of the theory of 
operator semigroups and relations to the pseudodifferential operators under 
consideration. In  Section 2 we prove a new result about un ifo rm ly bounded 
continuous negative definite functions which is needed for R o th ’s method in 
Chapter 2. The proof also serves as a nice example for how negative as well 
as positive definite functions and convolution semigroups of measures- are 
connected. We fu rther would like to  emphasize th a t the symbolic calculus as 
described in  Section 3 is not the classical symbolic calculus. In  fact to some 
extend one m ight consider the classical symbolic calculus as a special case of 
the symbolic calculus related to  negative definite symbols. Th is w ill be very 
im portant for Chapter 3, bu t is not needed in Chapter 2.
1.1 N ota tion
Most of the notation we use is standard, hence we only po in t out the not 
so common cases. The Index of N otation th a t we include at the end of th is  
thesis contains a short lis t of function spaces and notation related to  the 
symbolic calculus of pseudodifferential operators.
Throughout th is thesis we are going to  study properties of (in general) 
complex-valued functions of n  independent real variables and the ir various 
derivatives. In  order to work conveniently w ith  these variables, functions
and derivatives we use rn.uUiindex notation. I f  we denote the variables by 
X i j . . . ,  xnt or sim ply x, we may define a function u  of these variables w ith  do­
main Mn and w rite  u(x), x e R n. For any m ultiindex a  =  (o n ,. . . ,  a n) e Ng, 
Nq :=  N u  {0}, we define its length as the sum |a| =  an -F. . .  +  ctn and its fac­
to ria l as the product a\ =  (an!) • . . .  • (an!). Furthermore we w rite  a  ^  (3 e N q 
if  one has d j  ^  p j  for a ll j  =  1 , . . . ,  n. For x  e Mn and a  e Ng one defines 
x a =  x®1 ■ ■  x * n- For the operation of taking partia l derivatives, we w rite
<3|a|
da : =
dx^1 ■ ■ • dx%n
We often work w ith  smooth functions q : Mn x R n —> M, (x, £) »-► q(x, £) and 
want to consider pa rtia l derivatives w ith  respect to  the variable £ 6 R n only. 
In  th is case we w rite
5|a|
a f f 1"777^
We also need binom ial coefficients which are defined as follows: for a, b E N 0,
a!
otherwise. For a, (5 e Nq one defines the binomial coefficients as products
( ? ) - © ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ & ) •
and finds tha t i f  (3 ^  a
f  a \  a\
f i j  (a  -/? )!/? ! ’
and otherwise
In  Chapter 3 we often use two other results, the Binom ia l formula
(x + y )a = Y ,
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where x  and y e R n, and Leibniz’s form ula  . .
r { u v )  =  Y ,  ( ^ )  ( ^ u ) i ^ v )  , (1.2)
for 11, 1)6  C\a\. For Chapter 3 it  is also useful to  keep in  m ind tha t
e ( ; ) = 2'“ ' (i.3)
which follows easily from the B inom ial form ula (1.1). Furthermore fo r func­
tions u : R —> R. and v : R n —> Rn we find tha t
d@v \ ( dUJv \
^  S M J .- - . f iJ .  [
3 =  1
where the second sum runs over a ll pairwise different m ultiindices
and a ll 5p, 51, . . . ,  8U e N such tha t <5^ /? -1- £77  +  . . .  4- =  a and 4- +
. . .  -I- 5U =  j .
Another central notion we use in  th is thesis is tha t of the Fourier trans­
form ation. Let us introduce the Schwartz space S  of C 00 functions th a t are 
rap id ly  decreasing. We define on S  the Fourier transform u  of a function u 
and w rite
8 ( f ) ( 2* ) - * e l(x'®u(x) dz. (1.5)
Rn
We give (1.5) merely to  avoid any am biguity concerning the norm alization 
factor (2t t)_ 2 . Whenever we use a Fourier transform  in th is  tex t i t  is meant 
in  the sense of (1.5). We do not want to  go in to  any details of the theory of 
Fourier transforms here, bu t w ill give fu rther remarks whenever necessary. 
Let us only mention here tha t one. may also extend the Fourier transform  to  
<S\ the space of tempered d istributions, hence Fourier transforms of bounded 
positive measures are also well defined. In  Chapter 3 we need the follow­
ing properties of Fourier transforms: . let u ,v  e S, and denote by u * v the 
convolution product of u and v defined as
(u * v)(x )  =  u (x  -  y )v(y)  dy\
Jm71
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fu rther we use the convention u(x) =  u (—x) and the operators D a =  (—i ) ^ d a . 
Then
vX v  =  (2 ir )~ *(u  * v), (1.6)
u*~v =  (27r) • v, (1.7)
u =  u, (1.8)
5 ^ ( 0  =  c m ,  (i-9 )
Zau (0  =  (1-iO)
The most im portan t too l th a t is at our disposal is the Plancherel formula
M U» =  N I l * ( l . n )
and i t  is central to obtain the results of Chapter 2 and 3. Note th a t one
proves (1-11) firs t for u e S  and extends firs t the Fourier transform  and then
(1.11) to  L 2.
There are a few other things le ft to mention. For an imbedding result 
concerning Sobolev spaces and at a few other places i t  is useful to  have the 
fo llow ing classical result in  mind:
R„ u r W d I< C 0  - ( U 2 )
if  and only i f  s >  n. Additionally, i f  (X , || • ||x) is a normed space and x  £ X ,  
then we denote the norm of x  w ith  respect to  th is normed space w ith  ||a;||^,
i.e. we w ill exp lic itly  w rite  as index which space we mean. As an example
take a function u e L 2, then we would w rite  ||w||l2 to denote the L 2-norm  of
u, i.e.
M l * =
\  2
2\u(x)\ dx
Kn
For an operator S : X  Y  we s im ila rily  w rite  ||5 ||x-*y to denote the 
operator norm
||S1|x-*y :=  sup \\Sx\\Y - 
N x ^ i
1.2 N egative  D efin ite  Functions
We begin w ith  defining what a negative definite function is. There are several 
ways of doing this, the firs t one we present is to use positive definiteness in
6
the sense of Bochner, and the second one is the Levy-Khinahin representation 
formula. References for th is section are N. Jacob [15] and Chr. Berg and G. 
Forst [2]. We first state the Theorem of Bochner. The nota tion  Ad+(Rn) is 
used to  denote the space of bounded positive measures.
T h e o re m  1.1. A function p  : Rn —> C is the Fourier transform o f a measure 
p e Ad+(Rn) with f in ite  total mass ||/i||/ i f  and only i f  the following conditions 
are satisfied
1. ip is continuous
2. <p is positive definite.
Then i t  follows
<p( 0) = £ (0 )  =  (27r)- S ||/4
Bochner’s Theorem identifies the continuous positive defin ite functions 
w ith  Fourier transforms of bounded measures. A  more technical defin ition 
of positive definiteness is the following.
D e f in it io n  1.2. A  function ip : R n —► C is called positive definite i f  for any 
choice of k e N and vectors f 1, . . . ,  £k e Rn the m atrix  (</?(£J — k IS
positive Herm itian, i.e. for all A i , . . . ,  A* e C we have
k
E  >  o.
j, i=1
Using the defin ition of positive definiteness one may now define negative 
defin ite functions:
D e f in it io n  1.3. A  function i f  : R n —> C is called negative definite i f
ip{0) ^  0
and
f  >-> (27r)_^e_t^ ^
is positive definite for t  ^  0.
Note tha t the factor (27r) “ t  in  the above defin ition is not mandatory. 
One may choose any positive value. The factor we chose is convenient when 
we work w ith  Fourier transforms, see e.g. the Plancherel’s form ular (1.11). 
Another way to look at negative definite functions, and one th a t does not 
involve positive definiteness, is the Levy-Khinchin representation.
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T h e o re m  1 :4 . A function ip : R n ^  C is continuous negative definite i f  and 
only i f  there exists a constant c ^  0, a vector d e R n; a symmetric positive 
semidefinite quadratic fo rm  q on R n and a f in ite  measure /a on R n\{0 }  such 
that
As we have now seen how positive and negative definite functions are con­
nected, we next want to  investigate the re lation of negative definite functions 
and convolution semigroups of measures. For th is purpose we sta rt w ith  the
w ith  un it mass in 0.
D e f in it io n  1.5. A  fam ily o of positive bounded measures on R71, i.e. 
Ht e A fj]"(Rn), w ith  the properties
1. p t (Rn) =  \\fjLt\\ ^  1 for t >  0,
2. Ut * f is Ut+s for i, s 0,
3. lim t_»0^ t =  e0 vaguely,
is called a convolution semigroup on Rn.
I t  turns out tha t there is a one-to-one correspondence between convolution 
semigroups (u t)^o  on Rn and continuous negative definite functions. This 
identification is very useful and we frequently make use of i t  in  Chapter 2.
T h e o re m  1.6. I f  (pt ) t^o is a convolution semigroup on Rn; then there exists 
a uniquely determined continuous negative definite function ip on R n ■ such
fo r  t >  0 and £ e R n. Conversely, given a continuous negative definite 
function ip on Rn; (1.13) determines a convolution semigroup on Rn .
We remark tha t in  the following we only work w ith  continuous negative
corresponding convolution semigroups are given at the end o f th is section. 
In  the next corollary we summarize some properties and estimates for con­
tinuous negative definite functions th a t are needed later on.
'>/'(£) =  c +  i( (d , 0 )  +  q{ 0  +
jR n\{0}
defin ition of a convolution semigroup. We denote w ith  £0 the D irac measure
that
M O  =  (2?r) *e (1.13)
definite functions. Examples of continuous negative definite functions and
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C o ro lla ry  1.7. Let ip : R n —> C be a continuous negative definite function.
A. Then
V>(0 =  and R e,0 ( O ^ V ,(O)
fo r  all £ e R n.
B. There exists a constant C >  0 suc/i that
\ m \  <  c a  +  i?i2)
fo r  all f  6 Rn.
Next we give a generalized version of Peetre’s inequality for negative def­
in ite  functions.
L e m m a  1.8. Let ip : R n —> C be a negative definite function. Then we have 
f o r  77 e Rn
i ± M | ! < . 2 ( l  +  | « ( 5 - , ) | ) .  (1.14)
Corollary 1.9 add itionally summarizes some things tha t are m ostly needed 
only in the proof of Theorem 1.10. We quote these results for the readers 
convenience but also give references.
C o ro l la ry  1.9. A .(C oro lla ry 7.6 in [2]) Let ip be a negative definite function  
on R n . The function  £ *-* ip (£) —'*/>(0) is negative definite.
B.(C oro lla ry 7.7 in [2]) Let ip be a positive definite function on Rn . The 
function  f  tp(0) — <p(£) is negative definite.
C.(Proposition 7.11 in  [2]) A function ip : R n —> C is negative definite i f  and 
only i f  there exists a sequence (ipn)nen of functions ipn : Rn —> C of the fo rm
Ipn = T ^n(O) T n i
where an ^  0 and p n : R n —> C is positive definite, such that lim ^ o o  V'n =  ^  
pointwise on R n .
D.(Lem m a 2 .1.1 in  [15]) For all a ^  0 and t  ^  0 we have
e~at - l  +  at 
t
furthermore fo r  z e C, Rez ^  0 , we have
2
Up to th is po int we only considered functions ?/) : R n —> C, f ^  ^ (f)>  
what we are interested in  are functions q : Rn x Mn i—> C, (x,£) >—► <?(£,£)> 
which are continuous negative definite in  the second component, i.e. f  •—> 
q(x,fi)  is continuous negative definite for a ll x  e R n fixed. To s im plify no­
ta tion  and also to  emphasize the connection to  pseudodifferential operators, 
we call such a function q a continuous negative definite symbol
T h e o re m  1.10. Let q : R " x R "  —> R ; (x ,d )  »—> q(x,fi) be a continuous 
negative definite symbol such that sup^ ^ n  \q(x, f ) |  ^  C fo r  C >  0. Then 
there exists a constant m  >  0 such that fo r  all x  e R n; f  m -  q{x,fi) is 
positive definite.
Proof. In  the follow ing let x Q e Rn be fixed and assume tha t g(xo,0) =  0. 
I f  q(xo, 0) ^  0 we may use Corollary 1.9.A  to  be back in the previous case 
again. For t  >  0 we consider the function
which is by Corollary 1.9.B, see also the proof of Theorem 7.8 in [2], negative 
definite. As q(xo, 0) =  0 we have tha t e~^(zo,o) _  ^  an(^ £ ^  e-tq(x0,t) j s 
positive definite. Then ±e~tq(xo'® is also positive defin ite  and ±e- tq(xQ’°) =  I .  
By Theorem 1.6 there exists a convolution semigroup (a?0)t^-o on Rn such 
tha t
1
i.e.
1 -tq(xQ,0 =  e- i<aE)0a*°(d:r).-e
t
Hence we get
r
e-i<x,°>ax„(d:r) =  Ia?°(En) =
im ply ing  a t({0 }) = 0  as well as
( l  — e a*0(da:).
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Further we find w ith  Corollary 1.9.D that
<  \ t q ( x  o .O 2
as q is un ifo rm ly bounded on R2n. As th is estimate does neither depend on 
the choice of x0 e R n, nor on f  e R n, we get
lim  sup =  0. (1.15)
x,£eRn
An application of Corollary 1.9.C now gives us tha t
Qt(xo, 0  =  Tn!tXQ +  <ptlxo{0) ~  ^t,x0( f)  =  m t,xQ ~  Vt,x0( 0
where m f)I0 =  m /t ;Eo + ‘^ t , io(0) ^  0 and (ptjXQ is continuous positive definite 
for x 0 e Rn fixed.
Let B(0) be a basis for the system of neighbourhoods of 0 in  R n, and 
choose for every V  e B (0) a continuous positive defin ite function f y  on R n 
such tha t supp c  V, 0 ^  f y  ^  1 and f y { 0) =  1. T h a t such a function 
exists is shown in  [2], Chapter 2. By Bochner’s theorem, Theorem 1.1, there 
exists a positive bounded measure oy on R n th a t is associated w ith  f y ,  i.e. 
^ v ( 0  =  ( 2 7 r ) ~ ^ / v ( 0 -  A s
\Vv\\ = la y (d x )  =  e i 0^,x^ ay(dx) =  (27r)2ov(0) =  f y { 0) =  1. 
Rn JR7*
we find tha t ay  has to ta l mass 1. For t ^  0 and V  e f i ( 0 )  we find
'
(?v,qt> = qt(x o,OMdO
Rn
f
(1 _  a?°(di)o-(d§)
Rn
e 1<z,* W ( d f )  ) J af°(da:)'
Rn
( l  -  (27r)2ay (:r))aZ0(dz) 
( l  -  f v (x))a*°{dx).
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and it follows tha t
lim  (cry, qt (xo, •)) =  dm 
VeB(  0) J /  VeB( 0)
=  lim
Ve£(0)
( l  -  f v ( x ) ) a * 0(dx)
Rn
(1 -  f v (x ))a t° (dx )
Rn\{0}
1 ax° (da;)
JR"\{0}
=  a*°(Rn\{0 } )
=  axt °{Rn).
By (1.15) we know there exists for every e >  0 some t 0 >  0 such th a t for 
x ^ e R 71
- g t ( z ,O I  < e
for a ll t  e]0, to[- We want to  show tha t lim y &b(o)(ov , q{%o, •)) exists- F irst 
note tha t
lim inf (o-y, g(2:0, •)) ^ dm sup (ay, g(a;o, •))•
^ B (O )  VeB(O)
We find for xq e Rn fixed
lim  sup (ov , q(xo, •)) =  lim  sup <ay, g(zo, •) -  gt (a;o, ■) +  ^(a:o, •))
VeB( 0) VeZ3(0)
=  lim  sup (a v , gt (x 0, ■)) +  dm  sup <cjy, g(x0, •) -  qt {xQ, •)>
VeS(O) VeB(  0)
'
=  a*°(]Rn) +  lim  sup (q{x0,£) -  qt (Z o ,0 ) ° v (d 0
VeB(0) J]Rn
^ a * ° (R n) +  lim  sup |g(z0, f )  -  ftfco , 01 ° v ( d f )
Ven(0) jRn
<  df° (Rn) +  £,
recall c>y (Mn) =  1. S im ila rily  .
l im in f  <crv ,q (x0, •)> =  ax°(Rn) +  lim  in f (q(x0, f )  -  ft(zo, 0 ) ° v ( d£)
VeB(0) VeB(0) JRn . '
^  < ° (R n) -  l im in f  |g(x0,£) -  qt (x0, 01 M d0
Vefi(O) JKn
^  at (Rn) -  e.
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Hence for a ll 0 <  t  <  to and all xq, £
-£ <  ?(xo, 0 )  ~  a*°(K ") )
s: lim su p « < 7 v ,g (i0, f ) ) - a ? 0(K "))
VeB( 0)
<  e.
I t  follows th a t for every x 0 e
exists w ith
171x0 :=
m XQ =  limaJ:o(Mn).
On the other hand
(a V }q{x o,-)> =
thus
g (z o ,0 ° v (d 0
Rn
q(x o,0°v(d?)i
Rn
/*
l<7V(d?) =  C
Rn
which follows from the uniform  boundedness of our symbol. We conclude
=  , li™ <°V, q(x0, - ) ) < CVeB( 0)
for a ll xo 6 Mn proving the theorem. □
Let us now tu rn  our a ttention to  another im portan t topic, Bernstein 
functions. These functions w ill be im portant in Chapter 3 when we discuss 
the Yosida approximation. S im ilar to  the case of negative definite functions, 
there are several ways to  look at Bernstein functions. We present two of 
these here.
D e f in it io n  1.11. A  C°°-function /  :]0, oof—> R  is called a Bernstein function  
i f  and only i f  /  ^  0 and (—1 )pdpf  ^  0 for a ll integers p ^  1.
T h e o re m  1.12. A function f  :]0, oof—► R is a Bernstein function i f  and only 
i f  there exist constants a, b ^  0 and a positive measure p on ]0, oof satisfying
rco
— —  f i(ds )  <  co, 
o i  +  s
13
such that
f ( x )  =  a +  bx +  (1 — e xs)p(ds)
Jo
f o r  x  >  0. The triple (a, b, p) is uniquely determined by f .
Bernstein functions are a nice tool in  the theory of negative definite func­
tions as they allow us to  construct new negative definite functions out of 
existing ones. In  order to  illustra te  tha t in  more detail, let us firs t look at 
the following table th a t displays some continuous negative definite functions 
ib : M —*■ C and the corresponding convolution semigroups (pt)rzo ° n K- We
i
0 V > : R -
e~at£0 , a ^  0 
eat , a 6 R
1 X2(4ttt) 2e_ 4t dx 
| ( t 2 +  x 2) -1 dx
2T -0  e " ‘ ^ e a* , s > 0
X]o,co[(i) F ( t ) ^  '
a
ia£
?
' k i
1 -  e~is( 
lo g ( l +  £2) -1- zarctan£
Table 1.1: Negative Definite Functions and Convolution Semigroups
want to  calculate one example explicitly. Let us take the th ird  entry in Table 
1.1, i.e. let ,
1 x^
p t {dx) =  (4 7 T t)"e-4 t dx,
and denote the density w ith
gt (x) =  (47rt) 2e 4t
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for x e M. Using Theorem 1.6 we need to  calculate the Fourier transform  
f i t { 0  which is
M O  =  (27r) 5 e 'x(/j.t (dx) =  (27r) a e 'X'g t (x) dx
JlR
e-ta:^(47ri)_ 2e- «' dx
We find th a t the associated continuous negative definite function t/j : R  —> C 
is the function f  ► <f2. Let us now present some examples of Bernstein 
functions.
•  x >—► x a , a  e (0,1)
x
•  I W  lo g ( l +  x)
•  x •-> yT a rc tan  ^  , A >  0.
W ith  regard to  Chapter 3 we are particu la rly  interested in  the Bernstein
function
Ax
x , A >  0. (1.16)
A +  x
In order to  check th a t (1.16) is indeed a Bernstein function we use Theorem 
1.12 w ith
Ax
A +  x
= A
=  A
x +  A — A
A(x +  A) J  ' \ \  x  +  A 
(e~X3 -  e " (l+A)s) ds
I'co
(1.17)
(1 — e~3X)Xe~ ds.
For the derivatives of any Bernstein function /  we have
where x  >  0 and k  e  N0. This estimate is needed in  the proof of Theorem 
3.8 in  Chapter 3.
The follow ing result can be found in  Chr. Berg and G. Forst [2], Remark 
9.20-9.22, and also in  N. Jacob [15], Lemma 3.9.9. I t  connects Bernstein 
functions and continuous negative defin ite functions.
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T h e o re m  1.13. Let f  :]0, oo[—► R be a Bernstein function, and ip : Mn 
C be a continuous negative definite function. Then f  o ip : Mn —> M is a 
continuous negative definite function.
Let ip : ]Rn —> C be a continuous negative defin ite function. Then by 
Theorem 1.13 the function
^ : R " - » C ,  , A > 0 ,
A + 1p(Q
is also continuous negative definite. The function ip* is nice as i t  is bounded
even if  ip is unbounded, and one has the pointwise convergence
lim  i p x ( £ )  =  i p ( £ ) .
A—>00
We w ill pick up th is  topic again in  Chapter 3. .
1.3 T he Sym bolic C alculus for P seudodiffer­
entia l O perators
We already mentioned in  the in troduction  of th is chapter tha t the m aterial 
covered in  th is section is not so much needed in  Chapter 2, bu t is funda­
mental for Chapter 3. The symbolic calculus for negative definite symbols 
was developed by W . Hoh in  [10], another reference is N. Jacob [16]. Let us 
first recall some basic things about pseudodifferential operators. Elementary 
properties of Fourier transform ation, compare (1.9), allow us to  w rite  for 
u e S
S > ( 0  =
As v =  v, compare (1.8), th is leads to
D “ u(x )  =  D % u(-x )  =  (2tt) 3
Rn
Rn
Sim ilarly we find for the differentia l operator b (x ,D )  =  ba(x ) D a the
following expression:
b(x, D )u (x )  =  (27r) 2
16
for u e S, where we call 6 the symbol of the operator b(x ,D ).  One-can 
do p re tty  much the same calculations as above and finds tha t as b(x, D ) is 
a linear partia l differential operator, the symbol b is simply the polynom ial 
b(x,£) =  Yj\a\^ma°‘ (.x )£a- We are interested in  studying properties o f an 
operator q(x, D ) of the form
*
■ q (x ,D )u (x )  =  (2vr)~^ e<x'°q {x ,  £)£(£) d£
JRn
where u  e S  and g : R n x Mn - > C , ^  q(x , f )  is a continuous negative definite 
function for all x e R n fixed. We call q(x, D )  a pseudodifferential operator 
w ith  negative definite symbol. One of the problems w ith  pseudodifferential 
operators tha t have variable coefficients is tha t of finding inverses. Since 
q(x,£)u(£)  is no longer the Fourier transform  of q (x ,D )u , i t  turns out tha t 
the operator we would get by using the symbol (q (x ,£ )) 1 is not an exact 
inverse of the operator q(x, D).  This is one of the problems we w ill encounter 
in  Section 1.4, when we discuss the Hille-Yosida theorem.
Going back to our pseudodifferential operator q (x ,D )  w ith  negative def­
in ite symbol, i t  is clear tha t we need to  restrict the class of allowed symbols 
in  order to  develop a nice theory. In  order to  do so we have to impose 
some conditions on the negative definite functions used to define our sym­
bol classes. Every continuous negative definite function has a Levy-Khinchin 
representation, compare Theorem 1.4,
m  = c+ i«d, o ) + aK) + f ( i -  e-i<x-° -  h j& w * ),
JiRn\{o} V 1 F I /  F I
which in  case of a real-valued i f  can be w ritten  as
V>(0 =  C +  .q(£) +■ ( l-c o s « 2 ; ,0 ) ) i/ (d a ;) ,
JlRn\{0}
where u(dx) =  p(dx)  is called the Levy measure associated w ith  if .  We
say th a t a continuous negative defin ite function i f  : Mn —> M belongs to  the 
class A i f  for all Z ^  2 a ll absolute moments of the measure v exist, i.e.
M i ■= \x\l v(dx) <  oo. (1-18)
In  the form al defin ition of the symbol classes we also need the function p : 
No —> No, k  h-> p(k) =  k  a  2. This function allows us later on to  consider 
asym ptotic expansions of symbols. I t  w ill not be needed exp lic itly  in  any 
calculation later on. Now we are ready to give the defin ition of a symbol 
class.
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D e f in i t io n '1.14. A. Let m  e JR, ip e A and Q be a C 00 complex-valued 
function defined on Rn x R n. Then we say th a t q is a symbol o f order m, 
belonging to  5™’^ , i f  for a ll a, (3 e NJ there are constants Cap such tha t
<  o y i  +  ^ ( 6 )
fo r  ( z , f )  G Rn x  Rn.
B. Let m  e R, ip g A and suppose th a t g is a C 00 complex-valued function 
defined on R n x R n such tha t
holds for a ll a ,  f t  g  N J  and g  R n. Then we call q a symbol of class
Obviously we have 5™’^ c  As we w ill soon see, the main difference
between symbols of class S™'^ and S™'^ is th a t in the la tte r case we do not 
have any asymptotic expansion to  work w ith . In  other words, proofs tha t 
use the asym ptotic expansion of symbols, e.g. the Garding inequality, hold 
only for symbols of class S The same w ill happen in  Chapter 3, where 
some results only hold i f  q  e S™’^ .  We now show tha t the symbolic calculus 
for negative definite symbols works sim ilar to  the classical one.
We begin w ith  some further observations. The continuous negative defi­
nite function ip : R n —> R, £ i-+ |£|2 belongs to  the class A. This is easy to  see 
as the Levy measure associated w ith  ip through the Levy-Khinchin form ula 
is 0. Now by defin ition a classical symbol q e S™0, m e  R, is a C 00 function 
q : R n x Rn —» C such tha t
*-101
Since for a ll m  e  R and £ g
,  m~l£l /
(1 +  |£|2) 2 = s ( l  +  |£|2) 2
c s: In  order to  understand now how theit  follows tha t S™Q
composition of two pseudodifferential operators w ith  symbols of class or 
works and what the symbol of the composition looks like, we introduce 
amplitudes, oscillatory integrals and some other related results.
Oscillatory integrals are integrals o f functions which are norm ally not 
absolutely integrable, but s till exist as a certain lim it. The functions we want 
to define integrals for, are products o f an oscillatory term  and an am plitude 
w ith  a controlled growth at in fin ity . For precise statements we need the 
notion of amplitudes. As a reference we give N. Jacob [16].
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D e fin it io n  1 .1 5 . 'For. m  ^  0 and a C°° complex-valued function a defined 
on R n x Rn we say th a t a e A m, the space of amplitudes of order m, i f
m
\c%dPa{y,ij)\ s: <7,,, (1 +  ( l  +  |t/|2)
for a, /3 6 Nq.
Now we can give the defin ition of oscillatory integrals and an im portan t 
estimate for Chapter 3.
T h e o re m  1.16. Let ae  A m(Rn x R n) a n d x ^ S (R n x R n) such that x { 0 ,0) =  1. 
Then the l im it
lim
£->0 Rn
e <v'ri)a {y ,y )x {e y ,e y )d y d y
Rn
exists, is independent o f x , and is denoted by Os—JRn JRn e l(y,ri^a(y, y) dydr). 
One has the estimate
Os— e l v^,T7^ a(2/, 77) dy dy
Rn J Rn
<  Cm III ai l “ III771+271+1 > (1.19)
where
|a|||fc =  max sup
\a+P \*Zk y ^ ig n
( l  +  |j/|2) 2 ( l  +  |r/|2) 2 d%tfa(y,Ti)
O scillatory integrals behave in  some respect like absolutely convergent 
integrals, .we have for example th a t for a e A m(Rn x R n)
5“  O s -
Rn jRn
r r
e rj) dy dy
e-i<y,7?>d *a fy > rj) d?7.
Rn
(1.20)
Rn
Another result th a t w ill be useful in Chapter 3 is 
T h e o re m  1.17. I f  a e  A m(Rn x R n), then fo r  c e Rn fixed
(27r) 71 Os—
=  (27r ) “ n Os— 
=  a (0 , c).
Kn J
e %(y,r]S>a(y, c) d y d y  
e - l<y,T?>a(77, c) dy dy
Rn
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Before we proceed let .us remark tha t i f  q £ S™'^, m  ^  0, we also have 
tha t q £ A m. This follows w ith  Corollary 1.7.B from
tfi . _ 771
% $ q ( x ,  $  ^  CaP( 1 +  ^ ) ) T  «  (1 +  |?|2) 2 ,
i.e. S™’^  a  S™’^  c= A m. The next Theorem enables us to  define a symbolic 
calculus for pseudodifferential operators w ith  negative definite symbols.
T h e o re m  1.18. A. Let i f  £ A and q\ £ , qi £ S1^ . Then the oscillatory
integrals
Q *{x ,0  =  (2tt) n Os—
Rn
e l(y'v)qi ( x - y , £ - r ) )  dy dr;,
Rn
and
9 i # 9 2 ( a r , 0  =  ( 2 tt)  n O s -
Rn
define symbols q* £ and g i#<72 s where w £he symbol o f the
operator q l(x ,  D ) and <?i#g2 is the symbol o f  the operator q i(x, D )  o q2(x , T>).
B. Let 'ip £ A and qi £ g2 £ 5™’^. Then
n
g*(ZiO = 9i(z,0 + YjdZiDxMx'& + ?n(z,0 
where qri £ S™~2'^ and
n
<?1#92(^,0 = g i(z,0g2(z,0  +  +9ra(x,f)
J=1
where qr2 £ g™+z_2'^ m
I t  is im portan t to  po in t out th a t we have asym ptotic expansions only up 
to order 2, whereas in  the classical calculus we have expansions modulo a 
term  of order —oo! A t the end of th is section we want to  give some results 
tha t are well-known to  hold for pseudodifferential operators w ith  classical 
symbols, bu t can also be extended to  the symbolic calculus w ith  negative 
definite symbols.
T h e o re m  1.19. I f  q £ and u e  S, the formula
q(x, D )u (x )  =  (2tt) a 
defines a function q (x , D )u  £ S.
el<x'° q ( x ^ ) u { ^ )  d£
Rn
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The anisotropic Sobolev spaces H tha t are used in the next. Theorem 
are more thoroughly explained in  Chapter 3, but the ir defin ition can also be 
found in  the Index of Notation.
T h e o re m  1.20. Let q e , m e  R ; then fo r  every s e R there exists a 
constant Cs such that q(x, D )u  e H s^  fo r  all u e H m+S^  with
||q(x, D)u\\ H3,iP ^  Cs\\u\\Hs+m,4>.
1.4 O perator Sem igroups
As we mentioned in  the in troduction , our aim is to develop a theory of 
pseudodifferential operators w ith  negative definite symbols th a t allows us to  
construct stochastic processes and iden tify  the ir properties. This is done us­
ing operator semigroups, and we w ill use th is section to explain the theory in  
more detail. O f importance, also for Chapter 3, is the Hille-Yosida theorem, 
a cornerstone of the theory. As references we give A. Pazy [20] and also N. 
Jacob [15]. Let us begin w ith  some simple definitions.
D e f in it io n  1.21. Let A  be a Banach space. A  one parameter fam ily (Tt) t^ o 
of bounded linear operators from  A  to  A  is a semigroup of bounded linear 
operators on A  i f
.1. Tq — id
2. Tt+S =  Tt o Ts for every s, t  ^  0.
The semigroup (Tt) t :^o is called a contraction semigroup i f
m \ \
for all t  ^  0. I t  is called uniform ly continuous i f
lim  \\Tt -  id  || =  0, (1.21)
t—*0
and strongly continuous i f  for every x  e A
YimlTtx - x \ \ x  =  0. (1.22)
Instead of (1.22) we also w rite  “ l im ^ o Ttx =  x strongly” . A  central 
notion in  the theory of one parameter semigroups is tha t of the generator.
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D efinition 1.22. Let (Tt )t^ 0 be a one parameter semigroup of operators on 
a Banach space (X , || • ||) as defined above. The generator A  of (Tt ) t^ 0 is 
defined by the strong lim it
Ttx  — x
A x  =  lim   --------
t-»o t
w ith  domain
( TiX — x  1
D (A )  :=  -j x e X  ; l im   -----  exists as a strong lim it  >.
Let us fu rther say tha t a linear bounded operator S : X  —s► X ,  where X  
is a Banach space of real-valued functions, is positivity preserving i f  x  ^  0 
implies th a t Sx  ^  0. Now we are able to  give the defin ition of a Feller 
semigroup.
D efinition 1.23. Let (Tt)t^ o be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
on (Coo, || ■ ||oo) th a t is pos itiv ity  preserving, i.e. for u ^  0, Ttu  ^  0. Then 
(Tt)t&o is called a Feller semigroup.
Next we summarize some results for operator semigroups tha t are needed 
later on.
Lemma 1.24. Let (Tt ) t^o be cl strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach 
space (X , I'll) and denote by A  its generator with domain D (A )  cr X .
A. For u  e X  and t  ^  0 i t  follows that JJJTsu d s  e D (A )  and
rt
Ttu  — u =  A s 
JO
Touds.
B. For u  e D (A )  and t  ^  0 we have Ttu  e D (A ) ,  i.e. D (A )  is invariant 
under Tt , and
— Ttu =  A T tu =  TtAu. 
d t
C. For u  e D (A )  and t  ^  0 we always get
rt
Ttu — u =
7**
ATauAs =s 
0
TcAu ds.5 
0
D e f in it io n  1.25. A  linear operator A  : D (A )  —> X , D (A )  c  X ,  is called 
dissipative, more precisely X -dissipative, i f
\ \X u -A u \ \x ^X \\u \\x  (1.23)
holds for all A >  0 and u e D (A ).
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As there, is a one-to-one correspondence between Feller semigroups and 
Feller processes,' compare e.q. [17], we may now state the aim of our theory 
more clearly: We want to  construct Feller semigroups th a t are generated by 
pseudodifferential operators (defined on nice domains) w ith  negative definite 
symbols. One then hopes to find connections between the symbol of the 
pseudodifferential operator and the corresponding stochastic process. For 
results in such a d irection we refer to  W . Hoh [8] and [9], and in  particu lar 
to R. Schilling [24]-[27]. There are a few problems left to  solve though. The 
most obvious one is how one actually constructs a Feller semigroup. One way 
is to use the Hille-Yosida theorem. Another way is to  use Chernoff’s theorem, 
refer to  Chapter 2 for details on the construction, and yet another way is 
discussed at the end of Chapter 3. B u t let us stick w ith  the classical H ille- 
Yosida theorem for the moment, which we give here in  a s lightly alterated 
version tha t is due to  Lum er-Phillips.
T h e o re m  1.26. A linear operator on a Banach space (AT, || -||) is closable and 
its closure A  is the generator o f a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
on X  i f  and only i f  the following three conditions are satisfied
A. D (A )  a  X  is dense
B. A  is a dissipative operator
C. R (A — A) is dense in  X  fo r  some A >  0.
The firs t th ing  tha t should be noted is th a t th is  Theorem does not give 
us a pos itiv ity  preserving semigroup. The next theorem by Ph. Courrege [5] 
solves th is dilemma.
T h e o re m  1.27. Every pseudodifferential operator
- q {x ,D )u (x ) =  - ( 27r )~ t  e<x’° q { x , 0 ^ ( 0  d£>
Jr"
with a continuous symbol —q such that f  q(x ,£ ) is negative definite fo r  
any i g R "  satisfies the positive maximum princip le on CJ°(Rn).
Hence we find tha t — q(x, D )  satisfies on CJ° the positive maximum p rin ­
ciple. I t  follows tha t —q( x, D )  is a dissipative operator on .C®, i.e. it  satisfies
| Ait +  q(x} D)u\\ao ^  A flit|| qo
for a ll A >  0 and u e C®, compare e.g. Th . K u rtz  and St. E th ier [7]. I t  can 
be shown tha t the resulting semigroup is then p o s itiv ity  preserving, compare
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Theorem 4.5.3,.in - [15]. As C™ ci C«, is dense, condition. A  of Theorem 1.26 
is fu lfilled  as well. Hence it  remains to  show Theorem I.26.C. This condition 
means tha t for every /  from  a dense subset of Coo we need to find a u e  C™ 
such tha t
. Xu +  q(x, D )u  =  / ,  (1-24)
i.e. we need to solve th is  equation. This in  tu rn  means to  find the inverse 
of the pseudodifferential operator A +  q{x, D ), which is even in  the case of 
classical symbols far from  easy to  do. The strategy is to solve (1.24) on 
a larger domain than  CJ°, on which Theorem 1.26.A  and Theorem 1.26.B 
are s till satisfied. We are not going in to any more details here bu t sim ply 
remark th a t the solution is to  consider pseudodifferential operators on certain 
scales of anisotropic Sobolev spaces H s^  and to solve (1.24) there. A t the 
end of th is first chapter we present the theorem th a t allows us to  construct 
Feller semigroups as long as the symbol o f the generating pseudodifferential 
operator satisfies certain conditions. As a reference we give W . Hoh [10].
T h e o re m  1.28. Let ip : R n —► R be a continuous negative definite function  
in  the class A, and suppose in addition that ip(£) ^  Co|<f|ro fo r  some Cq >  0, 
To >  0 and large |f |. I f  q is a negative definite symbol belonging to S ^  and 
satisfies q(x,£) ^  5( 1 +  ip(£)) fo r  some 5 >  0 and all £ e |£| sufficiently 
large; then —q (x ,D )  defined on Cq1 is closable in  Coo and its closure is a 
generator of a Feller semigroup.
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Chapter 2
On R oth ’s M ethod for 
Pseudodifferential Operators 
with Bounded N egative  
Definite Symbols
We use the term  “R o th ’s method” to describe a procedure used by J. P. Roth 
in  [23] to  construct Feller semigroups th a t are generated by second order el­
lip tic  linear partia l d ifferentia l operators w ith  variable coefficients. His idea is 
to  “ freeze” the coefficients and thus obtain ing a fam ily  of constant coefficient 
operators. Then he constructs a corresponding fam ily  of Feller semigroups, 
and uses certain estimates to “glue” these Feller semigroups together to  ob­
ta in  a Feller semigroup tha t is generated by the variable coefficient differential 
operator. This idea w ill be explained in  detail in  Section 1.
Section 2 describes how “R o th ’s m ethod” works i f  we replace the differen­
tia l operator w ith  a pseudodifferential operator th a t has a negative definite 
symbol. We pick up some ideas suggested by E. Popescu in  [21], and need 
to  make some other modifications to  R o th ’s orig inal concept as outlined 
in Section 1 as well. The most notable one is the use o f a theorem of P. R. 
Chernoff [4] tha t allows us to  construct strongly continuous contraction semi­
groups and to  identify  the ir generators. We work w ith  un ifo rm ly  bounded 
symbols, i.e. s u p ^ ^ n  |g(a:,^)| ^  C, C  >  0, hence we want to  mention th a t 
a sim ilar result can be achieved by defining the semigroup as {e~tq x^,D^)t^ 0 
where —q(x, D )  is the generator of the semigroup. As the t it le  of th is chap­
ter suggests we emphasize here the way of construction, and not so much 
the final result. R o th ’s method is also interesting in  view of Chapter 3. We 
already remarked at the end of Section 1.2 th a t the Yosida approxim ation of
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an unbounded symbol is a bounded one and tha t we have pointwise conver­
gence of the Yosida approxim ation to  the original symbol. This connection 
is explored fu rther in  Chapter 3.
2.1 D ifferential O perators
This section is based on work done by J. P. Roth [23]. Having Section 2.2 in  
m ind, we po in t out which argumentations and ideas can not be carried over 
to the case o f pseudodifferential operators. Let us begin w ith  a definition.
D e f in it io n  2.1. Let a linear partia l d ifferentia l operator of second order
be given w ith  coefficients : R71 —> R, x  i—► a ij(x )  for i, j  =  1 , . . . ,  n, and a 
vector b(x) =  (bi (i ) ) i=1 , i in  Rn. The operator L  is called uniform ly elliptic
i , j  =  1
holds w ith  some constant c0 >  0 independent of x.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
T h e o re m  2.2. Define on C£,(Rn) a uniform ly elliptic second order linear 
partia l differential operator
Assume in addition that ai:7-, bi e C I  fo r  a ll i f f  =  1 , . . . ,  n such that fo r  a 
m atrix  P  o f order n we have A (x )  =  P T (x )P (x ) .  Then L  extends to the 
generator o f a Feller semigroup (Tt )t^o on C ^ R 71). 'Th is  semigroup is given 
fo r  u e Ca^R71) and t  ^  0 by the strong l im it
i f  for a ll i ^ e R 71
n
(2.2)
where
Stu(x)  =  7T 2 e ^ 2u (x  +  tb(x) — 2y/tP (x)£)  d£.
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We are going to  look at the above theorem more closely and explain how 
J. P. Roth arrives at th is  result. Let us firs t discuss the operator St . Let 
y e  IRn be fixed and consider the operator L y defined by
D ( L y) =  D {L )
d2 , . Tr-y ( \ d (  ^ (2.3)
 u(x )  +  >
-X idx j V ; Z-
i,3=1- t = l
L yu(x) =  y  a' M g ^ , U(X) +  T Jbi ( y ) g ^ < ^ ) ,
i.e. L  =  L x. Note th a t we have constant coefficients now as y e R n fixed. I t
can be shown tha t L y extends to the generator o f a Feller semigroup (# *)*>o
defined by
r
P fu (x )  =  7r~% e ~ ^2u {x  +  tb(y) — 2VtP{y)Cj df. (2-4)
JRn
Assume 5* is the operator on Coo(Mn) defined by
Stu(x) =  R xu(x),  (2.5)
i.e. '
Stu(x)  =  7T 2
Rn
e ^ 2u(:r 4- tb(x) — 2y /tP (x )£ )  d£. (2.6)
Tha t 5 t is linear and p o s itiv ity  preserving is obvious. The contractiv ity  of 
St follows from the fact th a t {R%)t>o is a Feller semigroup for all y e Mn. I t  
remains to  show th a t t  »-► Stu is strongly continuous for every u  e Coo- This 
follows from
|Stii(a;) -  Ssu(x)\
jRn
and hence
e - k l 2 u (x  +  tb(x) — 2 y /tP (x )£ ) — u (x  +  sb(x) — 2 ^ P ( x ) £ )
lim  \\Stu — <S'su||Q0 =  0.
3—*t
W ith  some effort it  can further be shown th a t
=  K lL * u { x ) .  (2.7)
We obviously have Rg =  i d , hence an app lication of the mean value theorem 
gives us for 9 e]0, t [  th a t
P%u(x) — 14( 2 ;) =  tP^Q L xu{x).
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It follows th a t
_  Lu {x )  =  ^ u (g ) ~  _  Lu (x )
=  R xeL xu(x) — L u (x )  =  (R xtd — id  )L u (x )
=  ,e  « « (* )
+ | > ( a )  ( 5 * ^ « ( s )  -  ^ u ( s ) )  ■
As t *-+ is continuous for a ll v e CL^M71) and Sq =  i d , we conclude tha t 
for it  e D (L )  =  (Rn)
Stu (x )  — u (x)  _ , .
lim  - v y —  -  Lu (:r) =  0,
t-o  t
and hence
lim  S' U {X )- U{X) = L u [x ) . (2.8)
Let us give some remarks before proceeding: I t  is tem pting to  say now tha t 
w ith  (2.8) we have proven th a t L  is the generator of the semigroup (St).t^o- 
But we have not actually shown th a t (St)t&o is a semigroup, and indeed it  is 
not. W hat we do know however is th a t (R%)t^o as defined in  (2.4) forms a 
Feller semigroup w ith  generator L v as given in  (2.3). As St — R x, the fam ily 
{St)t^o is much harder to  handle. We have merely shown in (2.8) a certain 
convergence behavior, which however falls in  line nicely w ith  D e fin ition 1.22. 
Our next aim  is to  show th a t the fam ily  (St )t^o almost defines an operator 
semigroup, i.e. i t  is a semigroup m odulo some error term. Using a lim itin g  
process we then show th a t the error term  vanishes. F irst we need some 
estimates for the operator 5 t . Those are rather technical and we refer to J. 
P. Roth [23] for details. We m ention once more tha t i t  is possible to  derive 
these estimates exp lic itly  because we work w ith  a very specific operator St , 
see (2.6). For a detailed discussion and a comparison o f the operators we use 
in  Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, see the paragraph below (2.28).
From now on we use for /  6 the nota tion | / |  to  denote the semi­
norm
l / l  :=  |V /||co +  | | f f ( / ) I U
where
and
H ( f ) ( x )  =  J ( V / ) ( x ) ,
the Jacobian of the gradient of f .  In  the following the constant K  does not 
depend on the x  variable in  the m a trix  A (x ) or the vector b(x).
Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant K  >  0 such that fo r all u  e D (L )  and 
t e f l U ] ,
|Stu| <  (1 +  K t) \u \
For Lemma 2.3 and its  proof we refer to  Lemma 1 on p. 240 in  J. P. Roth 
[23].
D efinition 2.4. For a ll subdivisions A  =  (to =  a <  t \  <  . . .  <  tm =  b) of 
the interval [a, b] we denote w ith  5a  the operator
5a :=  5 tm_tm_i °  2 °  • • • ° Stl-to;
I f  A  is a subdivision of [a, b] then cr( A ) :=  m  denotes the number of divisions 
of A .
Lemma 2.5. There exists a constant K  >  0 such that fo r  all u  e D (L ) ,  
t  e [0,1] and all subdivisions A  of  [0, t\,
| Sa u \ ^ K \ u \.
This follows im m ediately from  Lemma 2.3 as [0 ,t]  cz [0,1].
Lemma 2.6. There exists a K  >  0 such that fo r  all u  6 D (L )  and s , t  ^  0,
s 4* t  ^  1,
II5S o Stu -  5,,+tull^ <  K ty fs  |u|.
For details concerning th is  lemma and its proof we note th a t i t  corre­
sponds to  Lemma 3 on p. 242 in  J. P. Roth [23].
V-'
Lemma 2.7. For all u  e D {L ) ,  t  e [0,1] and all subdivisions A l5 A 2 of [0,t]
there exists a K  >  0 such that
||5A lw -  5 Aaw||oo ^  K \ u \ t ^ m a x ( { a ( A 1) , a ( A 2)}).
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The proof can be found on p, 244 in  J. P. Roth [23]. Let us now define 
for t g [0,1] and n  g N,
Tm t := f5 _ L .V  = S t  o S t  0 . . . 0  S_t_ }2 m-terms, (2.9)’ V 2m /  2m 2Tn 2m J
i.e. we have a subdivision of the in terva l [0, t ] in to  2m-pieces, each w ith  a 
length o f I t  follows from Lemma 2.7 tha t
\\Tm,tu -  Tm + lfu \U  <  K \ u \ t J m a x
As a result we find tha t for u G D (L )  as m  —► oo, T mttu  converges un ifo rm ly 
for t g [0,1] to  an element of which we denote by Ttu, i.e.
lim  Tm tu =  Ttu
771—>00
as a strong lim it. Furthermore ||Tmit|| ^  1, see (2.9), and as D ( L ) =  C j  c= 
dense, th is  uniform  convergence holds for a ll u e Coo(Mn).
We obtain a fam ily (T*)te[0)i] of p o s itiv ity  preserving operators on Coo(Mn) 
w ith  ||Tt || ^  1. As t*-+ Stu is strongly continuous for a ll u  G C& we also have 
th a t . i Tmjtu  is strongly continuous for a ll m  e N and all u G C Hence 
t  T t f  is strongly continuous on [0,1] for a ll u e Coo as a uniform  lim it  of
continuous functions. Moreover, To =  id  as So =  id .
We now show tha t (T i)te[0ii] has the semigroup property. Let s , t  ^  0
such th a t s + 1 ^  1. Then it  follows from  Lemma 2.7 tha t
K ^ m . S  0  ^ 7 7 1 , 0  ^  — ' ^ 7 7 1 ,3 + 4 ^ 1 1  oo ^  K \ U \ (5 +  t ) . ^ j  
By tak ing  the lim it  m  —> oo we get for u e D ( L ),
(T3 o T t)u =  Tt+su.
Hence Ts o T t =  Ts+t and one may extend the fam ily  (Tt) t6[0ii] to  a Feller 
semigroup (Tt ) tSs0.
We are left w ith  identify ing the generator (A ,T )(A ))  of (Tt)tSso- This 
is worked out in  detail by J. P. Roth [23], p. 245-248, and in  order to
be self contained we outline the basic ideas. The following Lemmas w ill be
helpful.
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Lemma 2.8. Let (o;n)n6^  be a sequence such that a n e P (R n) /  ^ 0, 
JRn an(x) dx =  1 and supp a n a  B  (0, where B ( 0, r )  is the open ball with  
center 0 and radius r .  Then there exists a K  >  0 such that fo r  all t  e [0,1] 
and fo r  all u  g D {B ) ,
||St (it * a n) -  St {u) * a n || ^  K \u \~ .
Lemma 2.9. There exists K  >  0 such that fo r  a l l t  e [0,1] and all subdivision 
A e [ 0 , t ]  and all u  g D { B ) ,
||5Vu — S&u\\ ^  K tV t \u \ .
Denote by (A , D ( A )) the operator
D (A )  =  { u g  C 2(Rn) ; daf  e C«,(Rn) for |a| ^  2}
and
A u(x )  =  Lu {x )
w ith  L  as in  (2.1). We may use D (A )  as domain of each of the operators 
L y, compare (2.3), by our e llip tic ity  assumption. In  add ition for /  g D (A )  it  
follows, tha t
l i (2. 10)
compare (2.8). For the following we need a “ nice” subset of Coo(Rn). For 
A >  0 let E \  denote the set of all /  e C ^ R 71) such th a t there exists a sequence
(/n)nen, i n  e D ( A ), | / |  ^  A for a ll n  6 N, and lim n^oo ||/ -  /n ib  =  0. Now 
set
E  :=  [ J  E x e  Cm(R "). (2.11)
A>0
Using Lemma 2.9 and the defin ition o f E \  we find  th a t for a ll A >  0, all 
f  g E \  and all t g [0,1] i t  holds
I\Ttf -  5 , / t  s: KXtVi
im ply ing th a t for /  g E  the two lim its
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and
lim
exist either both  and they are equal, or bo th  do not exist. But for /  e D (A )  
we know lim t_>0 j S t f  — f  =  A f  im p ly ing  th a t the generator (A , D (A ))  of 
(Tt ) * * 0 is an extension of (A , D (A )) .
Denote by (A~, D ( A ~)) the closure of (A , D ( A )) in  C00(Wl). We want to 
show tha t (A ,D (A ) )  =  (A _ ,D (A ~ ))  and we know already A~ a  A. Hence 
it  remains to  prove th a t A  c= A - . Since D (A )  is invariant under Tt , i.e. 
T4(Z )(A )) c= D (A )  and since by Lemma 2.5 we have for a ll A >  0 and all 
t  e [0,1] th a t Tt (E \)  ci E k \ , i t  follows tha t E  is invariant under Tt too, i.e. 
Tt (E ) c  E.  Hence E  n  D (A )  is invariant under (Tt)t^o and it  is also a dense 
subset of CL^R71). Hence,'by Th. K u rtz  and St. E th ie r [7] Proposition 1.3.3 
the space E  n  D {A )  is a core for (A , D (A ))  and i t  is sufficient to  show tha t 
A~ is an extension of A \s nD(A)- Using.the m odifie r results from  2.9 we find 
for f  e E \ n  D ( A ), A >  0, and (an)neN as in  Lem m a 2.9 tha t for a ll t  e [0,1] 
i t  holds
\\St ( f  • a n) -  ( S J ) . a n \\„ <
im p ly ing  for a ll t  e [0 ,1] and A >  0
j ( S t ( f  *otn) ~  f  * a n) -  St f  -  f )  * a n
For n —> oo we find /  * an —*• /  and A ( f  * a n) —► A f , hence /  e D (A  ) 
and A ~ f  =  A f ,  i.e. A~  is an extension of A  proving th a t A~ =  A  as closed 
operators.
I t  should be mentioned tha t our result in  the next section reads basi­
cally the same as Theorem 2 .2 , bu t the construction of the Feller semigroup 
through a strong lim it is completely different. The estimates from  Lemma 
2.4 to  Lemma. 2.7 are only possible because we work w ith  very specific opera­
tors St —  s t ill the general ideas o f this section can also be applied in  Section 
2 . 2 . ‘ ■
2.2 Pseudodifferential O perators
We point out th a t most of th is section can also be found in our jo in t a r ti­
cle w ith  N. Jacob [18]. Let us begin w ith  considering a pseudodifferential
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operator
q(x, D )u (x )  =  ( 2 t t )  2 et<x’0 q(x,£)u(Z) d£
for u e <S(Rn). In  order to  make R o th ’s method work for pseudodifferential 
operators we need to  assume tha t q : Rn x Rn —> R, (x ,£ ) q(x, f ) ,  is a
continuous function satisfying ■ .
1- £ l—5* q(x i O  is negative definite for a ll r e R "  (2 .12)
2 . sup |g(x,£ )l (2-13)
x,feRn
Now we are in the position to use Theorem 1.7 to  find th a t there exists a 
constant m >  0 tha t does not depend on x , £ e R n such tha t
?■- * m - q ( x , £ )  (2.14)
is positive definite for all x  e Rn. Then the Theorem of Bochner, Theorem 
1.1, gives us then the existence of a measure vx e A"f+(Rn) such tha t
vx(£) =  m - q ( x , £ )  (2.15)
for all x e R n. Using Theorem 1.1 again and Defin ition 1.3 we find
K !  =  (27t)?!>(0)
=  (27r)J (m  — 5 (1 , 0 )) (2-16)
^  (27r)2 m.
Let us po in t out th a t the estimate in  (2.16) holds un ifo rm ly for a ll x  e Rn. 
This fact in  tu rn  follows from  the un ifo rm  boundedness of the symbol q) 
(2.13).
Next we use Theorem 1.5.C and find th a t for Xq e Rn fixed there exists a
convolution semigroup (/i*° )t^ 0 ° n such tha t
$ “ ( 0  =  (27r)~?e_ t,^ ° ’®. (2.17)
Furthermore, a Feller semigroup {V x°)t^o can be associated w ith  the convo­
lu tion  semigroup 0 using the id en tity
VtXou(x) = u ( x - y ) r f ° { d y )  (2.18)
Rn
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for u  g Coq. For more details see Example 4.1.3 in [15]. On S we find for the 
generator A  of (V x°)t^o, compare Example 4.1.12 in  [15],
A u(x )  =  - q ( x 0,D )u (x )  =  ~(2ir)~% el{x'° q {x Q, (2-19)
JR71
Using the equality (2.15) we find  
-  q(x0, D )u (x )
=  - ( 27r)_ i
=  -  (2* ) " *  
=  (2  tt) '
=  (27r) '
Rn
R n
Rn
e'<x'° q (x 0,€ )u (€ )d€  
el{x' °  (q{x0, f )  +  m  -  ra)u(£) d£ 
el(x’° ( m  -  q(x0,£ ))u (£ ) d£ -  (2t t ) “ *
R n
(£)£(£) d£ — m w(x)
J Rn
=  ^ " ^ ^ ^ ( x )  — m u(x)
=  (27r )~ t  (v* * u )(x ) — m u{x)  
r
=  (27t ) “ 2 ^ (x  — ^ ^ (d ? / )  — m u(x).
, J R n
In  particu lar i t  follows as u  g <S is bounded and by (2.16) tha t
e*x'®mu{£) d£
(2.20)
-g (x 0, D ) u ( x ) |  ^  (27t) 2 |u (x  — y ) |^ x(dy) +  m |u (x)|
R n
^  (2 7 r)_ ^||'u||0O||z/c|| + m | | i i | [ o o  
^  (2 7 r)_ ^ ||u ||o o (27r)^m  +  m ||u |
=  2 m | | w | | o o ,
i.e.
| |g (x 0 ,Z ))w ||oo  ^  2 m ||w | OO- (2.21)
Our calculation in  (2.20) gives us tha t we may w rite  the operator q(xo,D)  
in  the following form
—q(xo, D )u (x )  =  (27r) 2 u (x  — y) i/x (dy) — mu(x).
Jr71
(2.22)
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Using th is  representation, one obtains from (2.21) th a t the operator q(xQ, D)  
maps Coo in to  Coo-
Let us now define on S  the pseudodifferential operator
Wtu(x) =  (27r) 2 e^x,^ e  ^ x’^ u (£ ) d£. 
jRn
F irst we note tha t
VtXQ< x )  = u ( x - y ) f i ° { d y )
Rn
(27r) 2 el(x y'°u (€ )d £ v ,Xo(dy)
jR n 
=  ( 27r) '
Rn
Rn J
Rn
e <y'° i j,*0(dy)u (Z )d£
Rn
Rn
=  (2t t )' 
and observe for u  e <5,
e *< s .'£ > g -tg (*o .f) w (f) d f ,
Rn
W *u(z) =  V ^ * ) -
(2.23)
(2.24)
(2.25)
When we described R o th ’s method in  Section 1 we made a sim ilar observation 
in  (2.5), though compared to  our s ituation now i t  was far more obvious. The 
fact tha t our operators involve Fourier transforms makes them harder to 
handle. Next let xq e Rn be fixed and we find
u (x  -  y ) i4 ° (d y )
Rn
^  \\u\ co j
and thus
sup \V?u{x)\ s: H I * .
xeRn
We use iden tity  (2.25) to  conclude for u e S
\\Wtu U  =  sup \Wtu(x)\ =  sup \Vxu(x)\  ^  ||w||oo.
xeRn a;eRn
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
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Equations (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28) outline our strategy from  now on: F irst 
we freeze the coefficients at xq £ Rn and show an estimate for the operator 
VtXo tha t is independent of x q . Then we use (2.25) to  arrive at the same 
estimate also for the operator Wt . W ith  regard to  Section 2.1 one could say 
th a t the operator V x° here is the operator R Xo there, and the same holds also 
for the operators W t and St respectively. Let us explore th is connection in 
more detail. Recall tha t the operator L y was defined as
L yu(x)  =  £  a i j { y ) - ^ ^ - u { x )  +  Y j bi ( y ) -^ -u (x ) ,
i , j  =  1
compare (2.4). Then
L yu(x)  =  L yu ( —x) =  (27r) 2 el<*,0 L yu(£) d£.
As
L»u(?) =  £  a i j ( y )F
i , j = 1 
n
d 2
U
dx idx j t= i dxi
u (?)
i t  follows tha t
i , j = l  i = l
=  (<?. M v ) 0  -  *< % )> ? » « (? ).
L yu(x) =  (27r) " e'(x^ ' l (y ,  £)“ (?) d£,
JRn
where
■ % .  ?) =  <?> A(v)0  -  *< % ). ?)■
Let (p l) t^ 0 be the corresponding convolution semigroup for t / s l "  fixed:
rf(f) =
and define the Feller semigroup (Ft^)t^o by
R%u(x) =  u(rc — z )p \ (dz) =  (27t)- ^ e^x’^ e “ iZ^ ’^ { i(^ )  d f,
JR71 «/Rn
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compare calculation (2.24). Set r yu {x)  :=  u {x  -ry),, and note
,Kx>0e-t(£A(y)0J(tb(y)>0u (£ )< *
Rn
Rn
The associated convolution semigroup (rjt)t^o w ith  the negative definite func­
tion  £ i—> |£ |2 is the Brownian semigroup. As by assumption A(y)  =  P (y )TP (y ), 
we then get
eKx,Oe-t^,A(y)OeK tb ( y ) ,0 ^  ^^ u ( x )  =  (2tt) “
jRn
=  (27r)~ ^  e^I,^ e _ i^ ,p y^ T^p y^^ 7 ^ ) :u(^) d^,
JR"
=  (27t) “ *  el<I,^ e _*|p(y^ |2f ^ u ( £ )  d£
Jr™
e'(x'°T i t {y\ i ) f ^ y u ( t )  d£
(Ttb(y)u) (x  -  P (y )z )'r jf(j/>(dz)
R n
Rn
u (x  +  tb(y) — P (t/)z ) (47rt) 1 dz
Rn
=  (47rt)'
=  7T 2
u(a; +  ifr(?/) — 2V tP (y )£ )e  ^ 2(2 V t)n d£ 
e~^l2u (x  -1- tb(y) — 2 ^ / tP (y )^ y
R*>
Rn
Now we can make our above statement precise. Given the specific symbol I 
we arrive at exactly the same operator P% as in  Section 2.1. For th is case the 
result at the end of th is section reads the same as the result in  Section 2.1, 
we just use a different technique. O f course our result extends th is  result, as 
we adm it different symbols than I.
We proceed w ith  showing th a t the operator Wt maps Coo iu to  Coo• We w ill 
give two different proofs, the second one was contributed by R. L. Schilling 
[28].
For the firs t proof we need to  make one additional assumption on the 
symbol q\
° a (2.29)
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for all a  e NJ}, |a| ^  2 and x , £  E R n, i.e. for Lemma 2.10 condition (2.29) 
replaces (2.13).
L e m m a  2.10. Let q satisfy (2.12) and (2.29). Then fo r  u e  S the function  
W tu belongs to Coo-
Proof Since u e  S  the properties of x q{x}£) im p ly  th a t x  ■—► W tu(x)  is 
continuous. In  order to prove tha t W tu(x) —> 0 as |x| —> oo we observe
a;| Wtu(x)  =  (2ir) * \x |2g*<*,4>e~tq(x,®u(£) d£
Rn
= - ( 2 tt) - 5 A€ (e*1'®) d?
JlRn
=  —(27r)“ t  ei<I '«>A? ( e - t q M u(S))  d f.
JlRn
From (2.29) and as the Schwartz space is closed under m u ltip lica tion  by 
polynom ials, we deduce tha t A z(e~tg(x’®u(£)) is bounded by an Zd-function 
which is independent of x. I t  follows tha t
\x\2Wtu{x)\ ^  a  
for C' >  0 and all x e  Rn and thus
lim  ||a;|Wtii(a:)| =  0.
|l|—>00
□
Together w ith  (2.28) we now know th a t Wt : S —* C is a contraction , 
i.e. | | | | q o  ^  ||u||oo for u  e  S. As S  cz Coo dense we may extend the operator 
W t and denote its extension again by W t : Coo Coo, l^tUcco—Co, ^  1- 
As mentioned before, the proof we now present was contributed by R. 
L. Schilling [28]. A dd itiona l to assumptions (2.12) and (2.13) we need here 
further.
lim  sup ^ (z ,  0) — q(x,rj)\ =  0. (2.30)
rl~*° xeRn
Let us also introduce another defin ition
D e f in it io n  2.11. A  fam ily ( / ix)xeRn of measures yix e  Ad!j_(Kn) is called tight 
i f
lim  swp/ix (B%(0)) =  0.K—HX) xg]Rn
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L e m m a  2.12. Let q satisfy (2.12), (2.1-3) and (2.30). I f  x o £ R n; t  ^  0 
and e A llj.(R n) such that fJ%°(£) =  (2 ir)~ i e~tq(x°'®, then the fam ily  of 
measures (/4 °)x0eRn is tight.
Proof. Let /  g C™(R n) such tha t
f ( x )  =  <
1 , p i ^  1
2 , where z e [0,1] for 1 <  |ai| <  2 
0 , Ixl >  2,
then fk (x )  :=  f (  | )  satisfies
1 , |z| ^  k
fk (x ) =  \ z  , where z e [0,1] for k <  |x| ^  2k 
0 , Ixl >  2k.
V. 1 I I
Further we get, compare Lemma 3.1.9.B in [15], tha t f k ( 0  =  knf (k£ )-  We 
calculate tha t
f R(y )v t°(dy)  =  . (27T)-?
Rn Kn Rn
r r
=  (2ir)' 
=  (27r)'
ei<x'0 fR (Z )d l; r f ° (d y )
Rn jR n
r r
Rn JRn
^ ° ( - 0 / h (0  d f.
I t  follows tha t
/ 4 o(£ W 0 ) ) >
Rn
/*
/ jj( j/ )^ f° (d 2 /)
/ ? ( - O A ( O d f
Rn
=  (2*-)- 
=  (27r)'
Rn
/*
Rn
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where we used the change-of-variable theorem in  the last step. Further we 
have
1 4 °  (dz) =
Rn (2.31)
i _  p~tq(xq,0)
as well as
=  (2 ^ /2 ? ° (0 )  =  e
i  =  / ( o )  =  f - v m
=  ( 2 r r ) '  
=  (27r)'
e i<0'’J> / ( 7 ?)d 7 ?
/(r?) dr/.
(2.32)
Rn
Using the equalities (2.31) and (2.32), and Corollary 1.6.D we find
4 °  (B C2r (0)) -  (R“ ) -  (B m (0 ))
<  e - 4^ " . 0) -  (27t) - S  [  / ( r / ) e “ t5(10- « )  dr/
JRn
=  (27t) “ ?
=  (27T)-t 
^  (27 r)-t 
^ (27T)“ § 
^  (2 7 r) - t i
Rn
Rn
Rn
r
R n
r
/ ( r / ) e  dr] — (2n)  2 / ( r/)e l , (10’ i )  dr/
JlR"
/(*? ) ( e " t,,(xo'0) -  e- t , (10'- * ) )  dr/
/(r?)
/fa)
,—tq(xQ,0)
(>-
, - t ( g ( x o , - ^ ) - 9 (a:o,0 )
>) d77
1 _  g-*(9(*o.—^ )-9(*o,0})
R n
f(v) q ~q(xo,Q)
dr]
drj.
As Lemma 1.5.B gives us th a t |q(x, £)| ^  C ( l  +  |£|2) we may apply Lebesgue’s 
theorem on dominated convergence to  find using (2.30)
*
lim  sup l 4 ( B l R($ j)  ^  (27r)“ * t  lim  sup f ( r j )  q ( x , ~ )  -  q(x, 0) dr]
» R—>CQ xclBn \  K J
^  (27T )~ h  
=  0.
Rn
/fa) lim  sup
R —+CO xg]Rn
dr]
□
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L e m m a  2.13. Let Wt be the pseudodifferential operator as defined in  (2.23); 
where q satisfies (2.12), (2.13) and (2.30). Then W t maps Coo(Mn) in to itself, 
i.e. Wt : Coo(Mn) —► Coo(Mn).
Proof. From Theorem 4.5.7.B in  [15] we know tha t
W t : C^°(Mn) C (M n)
is well defined. As CJ0 
operator to
I t  remains to show tha t
: Coo dense and (2.28) holds we may extend th is 
Wt : Coo ( I T )  ->  C (R n).
lim  Wtu(x) =  0
|x|—»oo
for u e Coo- Let e >  0 ,u  e Coo(Rn) and K  >  0 such th a t |u(x)| ^  e for all 
|x| >  K .  Then we have for a ll Ixl >  2K ,
\Wtu(x)\ =
Rn
r
u (x  -  y ) if f{ f fy )  
u { x - y ) f f ( d y )  + u ( x - y ) f f { d y )
B U x )B k {x )
<  N l ° °  {B°k ( x ) )
< \ \ u U lJ ’t ( B cK ( 0 ) ) +  £■
The last inequality follows because for |x| >  2K  we have B k {%) <= -B£r(0). 
Moreover, i f f  is a sub-probability measure and hence i f f (B ^ { c ) )  ^  1. We 
get
| W t u ( x ) | X  ||w||oo sup i f f ( B cK (0)) +  e. 
x<=Rn
Apply ing Lemma 2.12 we fina lly  conclude tha t
lim  | W in (x ) | ^  e
|x|—>00
for a ll £ >  0. □
Let us now continue to  construct the Feller semigroup, either assuming 
Lemma 2.10 or Lemma 2.13. The add itional restriction imposed on the 
symbol by both Lemma is not needed in  the follow ing proofs. As far as 
sim ilarities to  Section 1 are concerned, th is  is the point where we have to  go 
a different way. We sim ply do not have the estimates from Lemma 2.5 to 
Lemma 2.7 at our disposal. A  different way was proposed by E. Popescu in 
[21] who used a theorem of P.' R. Chernoff to  construct the Feller semigroup.
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T h e o re m  2.14. Let (St)t^o be a fam ily  of strongly continuous linear con­
tractions on a Banach space (X , || • ||) with So =  id. Assume that the strong 
derivative S'0 is densely defined and suppose that
lim
771—>00
( S ± ) mu - T tu
' m '
=  0 (2.33)
holds fo r  all u e  X .  Then (Tt) t^ q is a strongly continuous contraction semi­
group on X  and its generator A  extends S'0. Moreover the strong convergence 
of ( S ± ) m to Tt is uniform  fo r  t  in compact intervals.' m'
This theorem basically gives us the existence of the lim it s im ilar to  (2.2), 
where St should again be replaced by W t. Chernoff’s theorem also allows us 
to  identify  the generator. Hence it  is le ft to  check the conditions of Theorem 
2.14. In  the following we need Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.16, as reference 
compare A. Pazy [20].
L e m m a  2.15. Let (S ,D (S )) and (T ,D (T ) )  be linear and bounded genera­
tors of strongly continuous contraction semigroups (etS) t>0 a^d (etT) t>0 on 
the Banach space (X , || • ||) such that D (S ) =  D ( T ) =  X .  Then
et s - e tT
fo r  all t  ^  0.
L e m m a  2.16. Let T  be a linear and bounded operator on the Banach space 
(X , | • ||) such that \\T\\ ^  1. Then
|e"Cr-w>a; _  ^  ^  ||? x  _  x ||
f o r  all n  ^  1 and fo r  all x  e X .
In  order to  use Chernoff’s theorem we need to  show tha t
( W - ) , me N
is a Cauchy-sequence for every u e Coo• This is done in  the follow ing Propo­
sition where we use some ideas of E. Popescu [21].
P ro p o s it io n  2.17. Let q(x,£) satisfy conditions (2.12), (2.13), (2.29) and 
consider the operators (W t , C'00(Rn)) and ( V f 0, Coo(Rn)) as introduced above. 
Then
lim
771—►OO 
I —►CO
( W ± ) mu  -  ( W t ) ‘u =  0
OO
(2.34)
holds fo r  u  e C ^ R 71) uniformly fo r  t  in  compact intervals.
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Proof. Let u  e Coo(Mn) and tP>* 0. We note tha t
,/
( W ± ) mu -  (W ,)  u
< m id)( W t , ) mu - e m U + m (W  t — id) / ( W t —id)e m U  — e 7 u
+ / / ( W t - id )( W , y u -
By defin ition Wt is obviously linear and as shown in  (2.28) we have ||Wiw||oo ^  
||w|oo- A pp ly ing  Lemma 2.16 to  A  =  W ± , n  =  m, and to A  =  W t ,n  =  I , we
771 I
arrive at
771 77l(Wj_—id)™ u(W_l ) u  -  e W  t u  — u
and
/ /(W t - id )
u < W tii — uT
(2.35)
(2.36)
respectively. For xq e K.71 fixed we fu rther get using (2.21) and Lemma 1.24. A  
tha t
V ± u ( x )  — u(x) Vf°q(xo, D )u (x )  ds
^ - l i n IO||lk (x o ,z > Hm
<  -  Co'Mo,-, m
(2.37)
and
V f°u {x )  — u{x) ^   ^ Co Halloo)
respectively. I t  follows tha t
W ± u (x )  — u(x)  =  Vf_u(x) — w(:r) ^  — C  ||it|m m TTl QO)
and
W tu (x )  — u(x)  ^  y C  IM
w ith  some C >  0. Taking the supremum over x e R n we find
Using the estimates in  (2.35) and (2.36) we conclude
lim
771—* CO
rn m{W id) t(W ± ) mu — e ' m u
IK. -VU '  ™
as well as
lim  (W tV u  — 
z-+oo v i J
un ifo rm ly for t  in  compact intervals. I t  remains to  show tha t
=  0
l l(Wt -  id)
U
^  lim  —=  C  | | i i | c o  =  0,
co m->co y m
^  lim  —p C  Hula, = ’0
oo co y /
lim
771—>00
Z—►oo
m(W t —id) l(Wt— id)e m 1Z — e T 7X
holds un ifo rm ly  for £ in  compact intervals. Now we tem porarily  set r  . :=  
s :=  |  and apply Lemma 2.15 to get
W  j _ - i d
1^ ----e m u — e
W t  - i d
t J r - u
. Wt— id t  W „  -  id
e r u — e * u
^  t  sup 
M « < i
=  t  sup
Nicola
Wr -  id W , -  id
■v —
(2.38)
\u\
- i d  W t - i d
t_
771
\U
In  order to  handle
W ±  -  id  W t  -  id 
■v j—l vt_
m
we want to  use the fact tha t (V*°)t^o ,%o e Mn, is a uniform ly continuous 
semigroup on Coo(Mn). This follows from  Theorem 1.2 in A. Pazy [20]. W r it­
ing for a moment V*°  =  e~tq X^o,D^  we find  fo llow ing A. Pazy [20] tha t
r X Q id  |[ =  ||e-*9<x°.-D) — id || ^  i | | 9(xo,£>)||et|,(lo '-D)l (2.39)
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and from  th is derive for fixed x (j e R "
V f  -  id  -  id
- “ l -------------- - -- L i ------ v(x)
<
m
m
T
m
TJT
I
V Xoq(xo, D )v (x )  ds -  j V Xoq(x o, D ) ,u(a;) ds
+
(V T ^ Z o , £>)u(z) -  g(x0, D )v (x ) )  ds
{ V x°q(x0, D ) v ( x ) -  q(x0, D )v (x ) )  ds
m
t
m  t
CVSX0 -  id )g (x 0, D )v (x )  ds i f+ -* J( (V X0 -  id )q(x0, D )v {x )  ds
— sup ( | | V 7 ° - i d | | | | g ( a : o , JD )u ||00)
t  771 x0eRn
0<S*S-£;m
+  77 sup ( l l v / 0 -  id  I ||<j(x0, D)v\\m )
£  ^ i 06Rn
<  Sup ( s \\q(xQ, D )|| e5|l9(x0ljD)i \\q{x0l £>)||) ||u|
zoelR71
0 < s ^ r-
+  sup ( s \\q(x0, D)|| es||g(x0lJ:,)11 \\q{x0, D)\\ ) ||u|
OsSssS*
«  -  C l e ^ °  ||uIco +  y Co e ic” H „ .  m  I
I t  follows tha t
and thus
lim  sup
771—>00 /_>ao a:oeKn
V?  -  id  V?0 -  id
771
= 0
un ifo rm ly for t  in  compact intervals. Since
W t  -  id
t_
TTl
■v(x)
W t  -  idi
t
z
-v(x)
V? -  id
1- - - - v{?) -
V f  -  id
1 
I
>0)
we find
lim
771—>00
Z—>00
W± -  id  W t -  id
■V l—L V
^  lim  sup 
*oeKn
=  0 .
JL t
m  I
V I  -  id  V f  -  id
T
t_
m
-v —
Remembering (2.38) we fina lly  get th a t
lim
771—>00
I—>00
=  lim
771—>00
I—>00
m(W t —id) l(W t - id )  
e m u — e t u
W  t - i d
t—sy-— 
e m u — e ? u
W t id
^  t  lim  sup
771 >00 m ||
Z —>00 llvlloo^l
-  id  W t -  id  
- v  ^
771 00
^  t  sup J im  
=  0
I, 771—>00u||co l^ /—>Q0
Wj_ -  id  W t -  id  
• v  l—i vt_
TTl
\u\
\u oo
un ifo rm ly for t  in  compact intervals. □
Observe tha t in  Proposition 2.17 the most d ifficu lt part is the estimate 
for the middle term
771 (Wt —id )  l ( w t —id )
'  u  — e V T '  U
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T h e o re m  2.18. Let q(x,/;) satisfy conditions (2.12), (2.13), (2.29) and de­
fine on <S(Rn) the operator —q{x, D ) by
—q(x, D )u (x )  =  —(27r) 2
Rn
Then —q(x, D )  extends to the generator (A, Coo(Mn)) of a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup (Tt) t^ 0 on Coo(Mn).
Proof  Let (W t? Co^M71)) and (V^10, Coo(Rn)) denote the pseudodifferential 
operators as defined in  (2.23) and (2.18). We want to  apply Theorem 2.14 
to  the fam ily  (W t ) & 0 and hence need to show tha t {W t ) t^ 0 is a fam ily of 
strongly continuous linear contractions on C& (M71) w ith  W0 =  i d . Further i t
is needed tha t ( ( W ± ) mu )  converges to some lim it Ttu. Since
\  m /  meN
W qu(x ) =  (27r)“ ? d£ =  ^ ’“ 1[{t](a;) =  u(x),
Jr"
i t  follows th a t W0 =  i d . The contraction property of (Wt)t^o was proved in  
(2.28) and Proposition 2.17, in  particu lar (2.34), gives us the existence of a 
strong lim it. Hence for t  >  0 we may define on ^ ( M 71) the operator
Ttu  : =  lim  ( W ± ) mu.771—>00 ' rn '
I t  remains to  show tha t the fam ily  (Wt)t>o is strongly continuous, i.e. we 
need to  check
and
\ im \\W tu - W su\\ao =  0 (2.41)
sfi
lim  \\Wtu -  W su loo =  0. (2.42)
For s <  t  and fixed x 0 e R n we have
\\V?°u -  V*>uia  =  \\V*0Vtx°su -  Vsx°u\\a
-  i v r , ( ^ « - « ) i a, «  i d
As calculated in  (2.37) we have th a t
| V?_?3u(x) -  u (x)  | <  (t - s ) Co||w||oo
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which yields
lim  sup sup |Vt°su{x) — u(x)\ =  lim  sup ||V^ *°aw — =  0
sft  x0£Kn xeRn x0eRn
im plying
Observing tha t
we may deduce
lim  sup ||VtXou -  V^uWn =  0 .
su xoeRn
|Wtu{x ) -  W „u (x )| =  \Vtxu {x )  -  Vsxu(x)\
lim  \\Wtu — Wjullco =  0sit
which proves (2.41). In  order to  prove (2.42) note th a t for s >  t  we have
\vtXou -.v>L = |vr°vu -  vtx°u\L < ivfl |VS« - «l.
and we may argue as above. Finally, before we can apply Theorem 2.14 we 
have to show tha t the strong derivative W q is densely defined. We show tha t 
A  =  W q =  — q(x, D ), i.e. tha t
lim  t-» o
Wtu — u
t
+  q(x , D )u =  0.
Since (Vtx°)t^o is a un ifo rm ly continuous semigroup we find using (2.39) 
V*°u (x )  — u(x)
+  q(x0, D )u (x )
V*°q(xo, D )u (x )  ds -  q(x0, D )u (x )
{Vsxo -  id)g(m0j D )u (x ) ds 
7  t (  sup ||VSX0 -  id ||) ||9 ( i 0, D)u\\m
O^s^t
=  (  sup s \\q(xQ, D)|| jy ^u |
'x 0eRn J
Cq e tC o ||it||oo .
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This implies
lim  sup sup
t_>0 x0eMn xeR71
V *°u (x )  — u(x)
+  q(x0, D )u (x ) =  0.
Since
Wtu(x) — u(x)
t
+  q(x, D )u {x )
Vtx -  u{x)
u(x)
4- q(x, D )u (x ) 2 atCQ \U\
we get
limt->o
W tu  — u
+  q(x, D )u
proving the theorem. □
I t  is s t ill left to  show th a t the semigroup is pos itiv ity  preserving. This 
follows easily by the same argum entation tha t was given in  Section 1.4, for 
details we refer to  Theorem 4.5.3 in  [15]. Hence we may fina lly  note
C o ro lla ry  2.19. In  the situation of Theorem 2.18 the semigroup (Tt) t^o is 
a Feller semigroup.
Proof. Note tha t A  =  —q (x ,D )  satisfies on <S(Rn) cz CooOR” ) positive 
maximum principle, compare Ph. -Courrege [5]. Furthermore we have shown 
tha t (A , <S(Mn)) extends the generator of a strongly continuous contraction 
semigroup (Tt)t^o. Thus we may use Theorem 3.1 and get th a t R (A — A) =  
Coo(Rn) for some A >  0. As <S(Rn) c  Coo(Rn) is dense this allows us to  apply 
Theorem 1.26 and we conclude th a t — q(x, D ) extends to the generator of a 
Feller semigroup (Tt )t^o on C oo(R n ). □
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Chapter 3
The Yosida Approxim ation of 
Pseudodifferential Operators
We explained in  Section 1.4 how to  construct Feller semigroups tha t have as 
generator a pseudodifferential operator w ith  negative definite symbol. The 
main to o l we used was the Hille-Yosida theorem, Theorem 1.26, which gives 
us the existence of a Feller semigroup under certain conditions. I f  one is 
interested in details of the construction, one needs to  examine the proof of 
Theorem 1.26 more closely. Th is is discussed in  greater detail in  Section 3.1. 
In  Section 3.2 we then give an approxim ation procedure for Feller semigroups 
by using the Yosida approxim ation o f negative defin ite symbols. A n  im por­
tan t role in th is chapter plays the Hille-Yosida theorem, which we use here 
in  a different version than in  Section 1.4. In  Section 3.2 we heavily rely upon 
the symbolic calculus we introduced in  Section 1.3.
3.1 T he H ille-Y osida construction
In  th is section we w ill ta lk  about the Hille-Yosida construction of a Feller 
semigroup. Note tha t Theorem 1.26 gives us firs t of all an existence result of a 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup i f  the operator A  satisfies certain 
conditions. For further properties of the semigroup we w ill now look at the 
proof of Theorem 1.26. As a reference for th is section we give N. Jacob [15]. 
Let us begin w ith  stating the Hille-Yosida theorem in  two different version, 
of which the second one is identical to  Theorem 1.26, Both versions are 
due to  Lumer-Philips. The connection between bo th  versions is explained 
afterwards.
T h e o re m  3.1. A linear operator (A , D ( A )) on a Banach space (A , || • ||) is 
the generator o f a strongly continuous contraction semigroup o on X  i f
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o.nd only i f  the fo llow ing three conditions hold
A. D (A )  c  X  is dense,
B. A  is a dissipative operator,
C. R {v  — A) =  X  fo r  some v >  0.
T h e o re m  3.2. A linear operator (A, D (A )) on a Banach space (X , || • ||x) is 
closable and its closure A  is the generator o f a strongly continuous contraction  
semigroup (Tt )t^o on X  i f  and only i f  the fo llow ing three conditions hold
A. D (A ) a  X  is dense,
B. A  is a dissipative operator,
C. R (u — A) is dense in  X  fo r  some v >  0.
Using the next Lemma it  is easy to  show tha t Theorem 3.2 follows from  
Theorem 3.1.
L e m m a  3.3. Let A  be a densely defined linear dissipative operator on a 
Banach space (A , || • \\x)- Then A  is closable and R {v  — A) =  R (v  — A) fo r  
a ll v >  0 .
Assume th a t the linear operator A  is closable and satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3.2. I t  follows tha t as D (A )  c  I  is dense we also have tha t 
D (A ) c  X  is dense. Further, as A  is dissipative, also A  is dissipative. In  
order to  see this, recall the defin ition of d issipativ ity, i.e. we have to  show
\ v u -  A u \x  ^  v \u \x . (3.1)
for a ll v ^  0 and u  e D (A ). Now by defin ition we have A u  =  A u  for u  6 D (A ). 
As D (A ) a  D (A )  dense we find for every u  e D (A )  and approxim ating 
sequence (un)neN c  D (A )  such tha t lim n_>oo ||itn — u \\x =  0 an(  ^ A un —> 
Au. B u t th is proves (3.1). And w ith  Lemma 3.3 we find tha t R (v  — A) =  
R (v  — A) =  X ,  i.e. A  satisfies a ll conditions from  Theorem 3.1. W ith  a 
sim ilar argument one can also prove the other direction, i.e. i f  A  is the 
generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup, then A  satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 3.2.
We are going to  work w ith  Theorem 3.1 from  now on, bu t note tha t for the 
actual construction of a Feller semigroup w ith  pseudodifferential operators 
we prefer Theorem 3.2, compare also Section 1.4. The reason is tha t our 
operators q(x, D ) are not closed on the ir domain, bu t closable. In  order to
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understand how the proof of Theorem 3.1,.works, we need the notion of the 
Yosida approxim ation of A. Let us denote by p(A) the resolvent set of an 
operator A  which consists of all 1/ e C such tha t v — A  is surjective and has 
a continuous inverse (v — A )~ l defined on R (v  — A) =  X .
Theorem  3.4. Let A  be a closed and dissipative operator which is densely 
defined on a Banach space (X , || • ||x)- We assume that (0, oo) c  p(A ). The 
Yosida approxim ation o f A  is defined fo r  v >  0 by
A u =  v A (v  — A )~ l . (3.2)
I t  has the fo llow ing properties
A. For a ll i/ >  0 the operator A u is bounded on X  and the semigroup 
(etA,/) t>o a strongly continuous contraction semigroup.
B. For a ll v, p  >  0 we have
AvA^ =  A ^ A U. (3.3)
C. For u  e D (A ) i t  follows that
lim  ||A vu — Au\\x  =  0. (3.4)
Let us make a few remarks. The firs t is tha t although the operator 
A  need not to  be bounded, the operator A v as defined in  (3 .2) always is. 
Secondly, i t  is nice to have com m uta tiv ity  as given in  (3.3). Note tha t i f  
Qi, <?2 e Sjj0’^  are two pseudodifferential operators w ith  variable coefficients 
then q\(x, D ) o q2(x , D ) #  ^ ( z ,  D ) o q i(x , D ), i.e. qi and q2 in  general do 
not commutate. This makes life in  Theorem 3.13 much harder. Th ird ly , 
and th is is most im portant, we have a strong convergence of A uu  to  A u  for 
all u  e D (A ), i.e. we may approximate the unbounded operator A  by the 
bounded one A v.
Now we are ready to  give some of the details of the proof o f Theorem 3.1. 
Assume th a t the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. I t  follows from  Lemma 
4.1.26 and Lemma 4.1.27 in  [15] tha t A  satisfies the assumption of Theorem 
3.4. Hence we may define the Yosida approxim ation
A v =  vA (y  — A ) -1  (3.5)
of A , and use Theorem 3.4.A  to  w rite
T f  =  etA\  (3.6)
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where (T ^ )t^o denotes the strongly continuous contraction semigroup on X  
generated by A u. Note th a t i t  is a simple calculation to  check th a t for every 
bounded linear operator A  : X  —> X ,  a un ifo rm ly continuous semigroup is 
defined by (etA) t>0 and its  generator is A. We may apply Lemma 2.15 to  
find
||7 ? v  -  T?u\\x  t \ \A „u  -  A ^ u lx  (3.7)
for all u e X ,  t  ^  0 and v, [ i >  0. As Theorem 3.4.C tells us th a t
Jim \\A„u -  A ^ u | =  0, (3.8)
/j.—>oo
we find th a t the strong lim it
lim  IT  = : Ttu  (3.9)i/—>00
exists for a ll u  e D (A ). Tha t (Tt )t^ o is a strongly continuous contraction 
semigroup w ith  generator A  can then be shown w ith  some effort. We stop 
here because only th is  firs t part of the proof is of interest to  us.
Let us now look at the situation we are facing. We want to  construct a
strongly continuous contraction semigroup using a pseudodifferential opera­
to r
q (x , D )u {x )  =  (27t) 2 el<x'°q (x , £)u{£) d£,
Rn
th a t is defined on a suitable domain, and where q e compare Defin i­
tion  1.15. R ight now i t  is less im portan t to  remember what d ifficulties one 
encounters when try in g  to  show tha t the operator q (x , D ) satisfies the con­
ditions of Theorem 3.2, bu t to  understand how the Yosida approxim ation is 
used in th is  case. Recalling our previous calculations, (3.2)—(3.9), we may 
firs t of a ll define
- q u(x ,D )  =  -v q (x ,  D ) { y  -f- q (x ,D ) )~ l , (3.10)
the Yosida approxim ation of the operator —q (x , D ). Then one may w rite
rpu _  e ~ tq u(x ,D )
and as in  (3.9) we find th a t
Ttu  :=  lim  T >  =  Urn e - ^ ' ^ u
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exists. One could remark now tha t we have a nice approxim ation o f the 
semigroup (Tt)t^o by the semigroup (7 t ) t>  o which in  tu rn  uses the Yosida 
approxim ation qu(x ,D )  of —q (x ,D ).  B u t the problem here is to  actually 
calculate qu(x ,D )\  As (3.10) shows th is involves finding the inverse o f v +  
q(x, D ) which is hard to  do in  our case as we have variable coefficients. One 
im portant fact to notice is
q „ {x ,D )  #  q ^ \ x ,D )
where
el<x’°v q {:r, f ) [v  +  q(x, 0 )
Rn
q{l' \ x 1D )u (x )  =  (2tt) a (x ) (i/ g £)  ^ ( 0  d f  > (3-n )
i.e. 9„(a;, .D) is not equal to  the pseudodifferential operator w ith  symbol
v +  q { x , i)
The idea tha t we pursue in  Section 2 is to  use the operator q ^ ( x ,  D ) as a 
replacement of the operator qu(x, D )  and to  see whether we s till have
Ttu =  lim  (3.12)i/—>oo
for suitable u. I f  th is works out i t  would confirm  our in tu ition , as 
for v —> oo.
3.2 A pproxim ation  o f Feller Sem igroups
Before we proceed w ith  explaining how the operator q ^ ( x ,  D ) can be used to  
approximate the Feller semigroup (Tt)t^o» compare (3.10)-(3.12) for a short 
outline of the idea, we introduce some new function spaces. We w ill m ain ly 
work on scales of anisotropic Sobolev spaces and then use an imbedding 
theorem to  extend our results to  Coo• I f  we set
V - * ( Q : = . ( l + ^ ( £ ) ) 4 (3.13)
where s e R  and ip : Mn —► R is a continuous negative defin ite function, then 
we call
H ’ -* ■- R ") =  {u  e S '(R n) ; | | <  00} (3.14)
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the anisotropic Sobolev space o f order s g R associated w ith if .  In  Theorem.
1.20 we already gave one example tha t makes use of these spaces, i. e. The­
orem 1.20 tells us th a t the operator q(x, D ) : H s+Tn'^ - *  H 9’^  is continuous 
for all s G R, i f  q e S™'^. We w ill prove a result similar, to  tha t one la ter 
on. I t  is also im portan t to have estimate (1.19) in  mind. Let us now explain 
how the imbedding H 9^  Coo works. For convenience we quote Theorem 
3.10.12 in [15]. In  Theorem 3.5 the space B 9'^ is used which is defined as
B f  :=  B 9/ { Rn) =  { u e  <S'(Rn) ; \\Xs^ u \\LP <  oo} . (3.15)
T h e o re m  3.5. Let i f  : Rn —> C be a continuous negative definite function  
and suppose that fo r  some m e  No we have
d  +  i - P F e i ,
such that 1 ^  p <  oo and ^ ^ =  1. Then i t  follows that B 9'^ c  CJJ and the
estimate
sup \dau(x)\  ^  c||ii||BS,v>
xeRn p
holds fo r  all a  G NJ, |a| ^  m, and u e B 9’^ .
I t  is obvious th a t H 9^  =  - Hence for our purposes set p =  2 and m  =
3
0 in  Theorem 3.5. Then q =  2 and one needs to check tha t (1 +  \ if ( - ) |) 2 G 
L 2. To make th is  work we need tha t if(£ )  ^  c|£|r for some c >  0, r  >  0 and 
sufficiently large |f|. I t  follows tha t for rs  >  n  and constants c, Cq, Cq >  0 we 
find
r
R n  \ ( 1  +  1 ^ ( 0 1 )  2 
1
^  c'0
Rn ( l + c i c n *  s uJRn ( i + c|?i)
Rn ( i  +  \ m \ r d?
1 d£
and thus (1 +  |^ ( - ) |) "^  e L 2. This allows us to  apply Theorem 3.5 to  find 
tha t H 9'^ c  Coo w ith  ||tx||ao ^  c | | i i [ | for u  g  H 9'^. But th is gives us the 
imbedding H 9^  Cao. Let us also remark tha t H 9^  is dense in  Coo as S  is 
dense in  H 9'^ as well as in  Coo-
As we have just'seen, the function i f  has to  satisfy some additional growth 
condition for the imbedding result ► Coo- On the other hand, i f  has
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to be of class A, compare Section 1.3, to  be an admissible function for the 
defin ition of a symbol class. I t  turns out tha t we need for our results a few 
other conditions as well. Hence from  now on let ip : Rn —* R be a continuous 
negative definite function such tha t
A. ip is of class A, (3.16)
ip(£) ^  c|£|r for all c >  0, r  >  0 and sufficiently large |f|. (3-17)
Let q e S™’^  for m  e R, where ip satisfies conditions A  and B above, such 
tha t
C. g (x ,0  (3.18)
for K  >  0 and all e Rn. Let us also observe
and note tha t
(3.19) 
u +  q
=  (3.20)
v +  q
I f  we denote by 1 the function (x, £) >-> 1, then as 1 e S and 1 =  (v +  q ) - ^  
i t  follows tha t e Sq771’^ . Hence we conclude tha t qM  e S ^  as well as 
q -  qM  G S ^ .
Now we are in  a position to  state our aim more clearly. We consider the 
operators q (x , D ) and q ^ ( x ,  D ) on the Banach spaces H 3^ ,  s s E ,  and want 
to  prove a convergence result s im ilar to  (3.4), i.e. for u e H m^
lim  \\q{,/){x, D )u  -  q {x , D)u\\ + =  0.
i/—>oo " "11
This is done in Theorem 3.9 which relies heavily on Theorem 3.8. For The­
orem 3.8 i t  is v ita l to  have an L 2-estimate for pseudodifferential operators 
which is given in  Theorem 3.7. There are several L 2-estimates for pseudo- 
differentia l operators in  the lite rature, see e.g. [12], [3], bu t the one we choose 
is taken from [13] by I. L. Hwang. We made th is  choice because the esti­
mate for the pseudo differential operator involves the estimate of its symbol, 
see Defin ition 1.14. We also present the proof here, as we use a different 
norm alization of the Fourier transform  and it  is the constant in the estimate 
tha t we are interested in. B u t we want to  po in t out tha t Theorem 3.7 is not 
our result, and can be found in [13]. For the proof of Theorem 3.7 we need 
Lemma 3.6
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L e m m a  3.6. I f  v h-> U (v) is a semilinear fo rm  on S satisfying \U(v)\ ^  
then there exists a unique u  e L 2 such that U (v) =  (u ,v ) l 2 fo r  
v e S, and one has \\u\ \L 2 ^  C .
This Lemma is a variant of the Riesz representation theorem.
T h e o re m  3.7. Let q e C 2n(Rn) be such that
<  Caff
fo r  a ll a,/3  e {0, l } n . Then the pseudodifferential operator q (x , D ) satisfies 
\\q (x ,D )u \\L 2 ^ 2~ fn 7r f n
Q,/3,76{0,l}n
a .
(3.21)
Proof. We set
Xj(x) := ] j [ ( l  + iXj) 1
3=1
and for u e £  we define
*
0 :=  x d x -  y )u (y) d2/-
Rn
Further denote by r yu  the function r yu (x ) =  u (y  — x). We want to  show tha t 
e L 2(R2n) and hence calculate
MS. =
Rn
O l2 ^
'
jR n . Rn
jR n . R n
Rn
r
e <y’° x o {x  -  y )u (y ) dy 
2
JRn
e~l(x~z,^ x o { z)U(x ~  z) dz
Rn
da: d £  
d x d £
-  (2^ ) ; 
=  (2,r)
J Rn . 
= (2t t )
Rn J
Rn
R"
/*
(27r) 2e e ^ x o (z)7i '^ ( z) dz
R n
\3~ [Xo • t x u \  ( —£ ) |2 d x d ^  =
R n
•*
JRn . Rn
da: d £
r r
l-^txo * tpA (Ol2 &€dx =  (2?r) 2
Rn Rn JRn
Rn J
lxo(Or^(OI2 d£d x  =  (2?r)2
Rn
da: d £
^  ^  2 
xo(0 r * w( 0  df d2:
|xo(0 r x ^ (0 l2 d? d^
Rn
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=  (2?r IX o (£ ) l |u {x  — £ ) |2 d x  ] d£
Rn
=  (2n ) i\ \u \ \ l2 n j
j = i  JRn
Rn
1 
1 + d£j
=  (2 'k ) ^ 'k 71\\u \\2L 2,
as
1
d o 1+02 dO =  7r-
Hence T  e L 2(M2n) w ith  a norm equal to 2*7:l n \\u\\L2. For the moment define 
and calculate
IMIS* =
IRn jRn
r r
Rn
\g{x,0\2(^ x ^  =
Rn Rn
| ^ ( e - i<I ' » v t ' ( x , f ) ) | 2 d x d ?
Rn
et(x y’° X o { x - y ) u ( y ) d y
Rn
dx  d£
RnRn
r r
Rn jR n
e l(y,0(d“ xo(x -  y ) )u {y )  dy
Rn
r
R n
e t<x z>0(d2xo(z))Txu (z )d Z
dx  d£ 
da: d£
Rn
r
Rn .
(a*-)
Rn
Rn
| (2 7 r )a ^ [ (^ x o )  -Txu] ( - 0 | 2 d^ d^
Xo * r xu j  ( - 0 da: d£ =
Rn Rn
| ^ X 0 * Txuj ( 0 da: d£
Rn J
=  ( 2 i r ) :
Rn
Rn
l ^ x o © ! '
d :rd £  =  (27r)a
Rn J Rn
<¥xo(Or X O da;d£
Rn
u ( x - 0 | 2 d i  ) d £  =  ( 27r) 2 ||xt]||2 | 5 f X o (€ ) [2 d £
Rn
= ( 2 . ) ^ w is * n
j =1
=  (2 it ) iw ” 2 -M \\u \\ l,  .
as for h {x ) =  ^  we have h’ (x) =  hence |h '(x)| =  and
thus
\h '(x)\2 dx =  1 . d x  =  -
| ( l  +  jx ) 2|2 2 '
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Therefore d% (e lx'^ ( x , ^ ) )  e L 2(M2n) w ith  a norm equal to. 2 41 
Further we note tha t
Y [ ( 1 +  d^ ) ) v (x ,  o  =  ( +  d^) ] x d x -  y )u (y ) dy
d = i
n
d = l
=  ( r i d  +  d d  e' (x y,° X o d  -  2/ ) m (j/) d j/
J =1 /
* n
n ^ 1 +  {el(x~y' ° )  XoO -  y)u(y) dy
R» j = i  
' n
B 1 +  ^  +  ^ Xl ~  y ^ ) e%{x~y' ° )  Xo{x -  y)u{y) dy
R» j = 2
P J ( l  +  i(xj- -  y j) )e t<x- y'°  P J ( l  +  i ( x j  -  ^ ) ) -1u(?/) dy
Kn j  = l ;=U '
=  (27r) 2
Next we define for v e S  the function
0  :=  (2tt) 2 X_x ( f  _  ^ ( y )  dy. 
jRn
In  a sim ilar way as before we get
i® i l»  = |$ ( x ,£ ) |2 d x d £
Kn J]Rn
Rn J
Rn J
Rn
e >« ri'x>Xo(( ,  ~  n)v(ri) dr)
Rn
Rn
(2tt) 2 e KC’x>X o (C )^ (C )d C
Rn
dx d f  
d x d f
JRn .
=  f a )
\?[Xa ' f a ]  d ) j 2 dx d£
Rn
Rn JRn
(x o *T {v )(x .)  dx d£
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=  f a y
-
T
Jr" -
Xo •T{S | (x) dx d£
Rn
r
Rn
Rn
Xo (x)T(V(x) dxd£  =
JRn *!
r r
Rn
Xo(x )t( v (x ) dx d£
\Xa(x)Tt.v(x)\ dxd£  =  |xo(z)S(? -  x )j dxd£
Rn
=  7r" W L ,
|S ( £ - x ) |2 d£ ) dx =  \\v\ \2L 2
Rn
|X o (z )|2 d x
Rn
which means tha t $  e L 2(M2n) w ith  a norm  equal to 7T2 ||u||/,2. 
Furthermore,
n  ( !  -  5* i)  ) $ (I - 0  =  ( r i d  -  d* j)  ) f a )  * X -x(£  -  r])v(n) dy
d = i . /  V i - i R n
H I 1 - 5* j)  (e i<? n'X>) Xo(? -  y)v (y ) drj
R" , _ i
(2* ) " *  [  f j  (1 -  dXj) (e-«« -w »  -  ( - * ) ( &  -
jR n j = 2
= i ^ y
= (2»r)-
Xo(f -  y)v (y ) dy
n a +*(& -  Vi)) e i<? ^  f l  d +*(& -  %))1 *?
Kn j= l j= l
v(rj) drj
Rn
=  e~%^x,^ v (x ) .
Now we define
(^(x, v) :=  (27r)"^ el(x'°q (x , O u {Q v (x ) &x  df  >
Rn jR n
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and get by using the previous calculations and estimates
(g(x, D )u, v) =  (27r) 5 
=  (2jr) “ ^
Rn
el(Xi&q(x, Q u(£ )v (x ) dx  d£
Rn
e<x'° q {x , i) e  ,<x’°  ( J ~ ]( l +  <94 . ) ] ( 'I '( x ,£ ) )
3 =  1
Rn
n
q(z , f)e  i ( l ’°  ( f j  ( l  +  dio)  J ( ^ ( z . f ) )  
R" \ j= i  J
j= i  
r r l  n
-  (2»)‘ FI(1 + 5d  ?))eRn jRn \ j= i  y
f l  (*  -■ 5*>) j  ( ^ ( x > O ) d x d £
Rn JRn
d%q(x,€)e l<x' ° y { x 7£) ( f ]  (X “  d*o)
J =1
Rn J Rn
t?  (d%q(x,£)e $ ( i , £ ) d z d £
=  (2^ ) - t  £  ( - l ) W
/36{0,1}«
■ ( 5 ( z , f ) )  dxd£
- ( 2* ) “ *  y  ( - l ) W
/3,7<={0,l}n
- ( 2* ) " *  Y ,  ( -
a,/?,7e{0,l}n
• $ ( z , 0  dzd£
=  y (-1)1*1
a,/3,7e{0,l}n
• 5J“ a (e“ 1^ *,^ ^ r(a ;,f)) dx  d f.
We want to  apply Lemma 3.6, hence we need to  show th a t
\(q (x ,D )u ,v )  \ ^  Cg||w||x,2\\v\\L2 .
Rn JRn
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We calculate
| (q (x ,D )u , t;)|
*(270-* y , K-1)l/3|l
Q,/3,76{0,l}n 
. | ^ - a  (e-i<-,0 3 ,(I i f ) ) | da;de
7
a. Rn J
^  (2?r) ;  Y
a,/3,7e{0,l}T
7
a .
c,a/3
Rn
a,/3,7 6 {0 ,l}n '  '
N_n V—\ / 7  \ n I, . _ n-2|7-a[ 3
^  (27 r) 2 ( J C q/37T2 ||v ||L 22 4 7T4 ||w||L 2
a,/3,7 6 {0, l } n '  '
d“ d fg (z , 0
* . 0 1 1 ^ " “  (e - i<3:’O^ ( x , 0 ) |d x d ?
L2
=  2 “ W * "  £ 7
a.a,^,7e{0,l}n 
Using Theorem 3.6 we conclude tha t
j|9 ( * I D )u |L, * 2 - * n 7r*" Y  Q C'
a,/3,7e{0,l}n '  '
□
From now on we w ill only be interested in  symbols q e S™'^ where m  >  0, 
as for m  ^  0 the symbol q and its  derivatives are bounded, and there are 
several ways to construct a corresponding Feller semigroup, compare e.g. 
Chapter 2 .
T h e o re m  3.8. Let ip be a continuous negative definite function  satisfying
(3.16) and (3.17). Moreover assume q e S™'^, m  >  0, satisfying  (3.18) is 
given.
A. For every s e R  there exists a constant Cs independent o f v such that 
(q — D )u  e H s f or  a ll u  e H 2m+S^  w ith
\ \ { q - Q iU)) {X,D)V. \ \  + ^  / “ C ,a ||li||f/'2m+afV»,i/
i.e. the operator (q — g ^ )  (x ,D )  maps the space H 2 m + continuously in to  
the space H s^ .
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B. For every s 6 1  there exists a constant C's independent o f v such that 
(q ~  Q ^ ) ( x , D )u  e H s^  fo r  a ll u  e H m+S$  with
\ \ ( q -q M ) {x ,D )u \ \Haii> ^  C's\\u\\Hm+3,+ ,
i.e. the operator (q — q ^ }  (x , D ) maps the space H m+S^  continuously in to  
the space H s'^ .
Proof. Let k g {m, 2m} and define
;=  \ * .+ #  (q -  q ^ )  .
As r ^  e Sq we may use Theorem 3.7 to  find
(x ,D ) u \\h ^  =  | |A * '* F [ ( g - g M ) ( i,£ > )u ]J i2  
=  \ F  [Aa'*(.D) (q -  ?<">) (x, D )u ] \\L2 =  \ \ - - * (D )  (<j -  9M ) (x, D )u \ „
=  ||AS^ (D )  (q -  q ^ )  (x, D ) \ - K~3-'l,(D )X ,‘ +s''l'(D )u \\L2 
<  \ \« + (D )  ( q -  gM ) {x , D ) \ - ^ { D ) \ l ^ l2 \ \ \ ^ ( D ) u \\l2  
-  ||rM (x ,D )|| i 2^ | | ^ [ A ^ > ( P )U] | | i2  =  | r M ( x ,D ) |L, ^ £, | A “ ^ S | J.1 
=  | r (‘') (x >D ) | iJ _> iI ||u||a «+.,*.
Note tha t for part A  of the theorem we take n =  2m  and for part B we take 
k =  m. Now i t  remains to  show th a t
||rM (x,X?)u||LJ <
In  principle th is  is just an application of Theorem 3.7, bu t we are pa rticu la rly  
interested in  the —decay of the constant
cq-  2-Wi" £  (Ac a0
a./S^etO.l}" V '
compare (3.21). In  the.above expression we want to exp lic itly  calculate the 
constant Cap. Going back to  Theorem 3.7, we find tha t th is  constant is 
derived by estimating d ^ d ^ r^ (x ,^ ) ,  hence th is  is the expression we want to  
investigate more thoroughly!
Let us begin w ith  w ritin g
r M  =  y , 4 > #  (q  -  q M )
= A3'^#((? -  qM) ftX-*-8’*).
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Note tha t w ith  Theorem 1.17
( ( ? - 9 M ) (x, 0
=  (2 7 r ) " n O S -
Rn
- K w )  ( n _  n (v.
Rn
{ q - q {u)) { x ^ - r i ) \  K *'* (g) dy dp 
e-i<y,v> _  g(0 ) ( x ^ - r } ) d y  dp=  (2'K)-n\ - K~s^ ( ! i)  O s -  
=  A- * - * * ( 0  ( g - g W )  ( z , f - 0 )
as well as for (?i, <?2 £ 5 j° ’^
(s ,? )
e-i<y^> 77)92(2 ~ :y ,0 )  d2/d?7=  (27r)-n O s -  
=  (27r)~n O s -
Rn J
Rn
Rn
Rn
d2l d?l 9 i ( x , i - v )
= E E
/?i /^3 ai<a
Hence we get
5“  a ic f  01q2( x -  y ,£ )dydr ]
ft) ( 3  ( (5"15M  # (« _ai^ 'A®))(*’C)-
E E
ai<a P lJ  \o ti
< E E
/3i</3 ai^a
T d p v * )  #  ( ^ - a i5 f - f t  (<? -  <?M) # A - 'S- 3'^ )  j  ( x , f )
e- * ^  (dpd^X'+iZ -  n))
(9 -  gM ) (x -  y, 0 A - * - - * ( 0 )  d» d»j
P iJ  \ a i
P
Os—
-Rn Jl
Set
^ ( y ,  »7) == ( C - f  A * '*«  -  V)) ( 5 r a i5 f_ f t .(? -  9M ) (*  -  J/. f lA " " - * *
we want to check th a t cx^ {y xrj) is an am plitude and use the estimate (1.19) 
w ith  the oscillatory integral above. We need the estimate
I ^ cxAy> »?)|
(9 _ (j. _  y , Z ) X - ~ *
i m  -»? ))
■ (a^ST^df-^q -  9M) (* -  w, OA-"—
Si s^ 71 ^ 7
■ (9 -  <?H ) (® -  V> 0 A_" " * i* ( f )
I t  is easy to  see tha t
d^d^d^df\s* { i  -v ) < - v) ^  cxA'-*(£ -  v).
For the second factor we get
g y - n g f h g ' - i S f - *  (? _  gM )  ( l  _  „ ,£ ) > - “ - • * ( £ )
=  5?_ ft (ff -  ( *  -  Wl0 )  A——•*(€)
73 - A
£
d f r x - K- s, i , ^
■ (<? -  9M ) (x  -  y, 0
Again we look at bo th  factors and get th a t
(3.22)
(3.23)
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as well as
a2r 7, a j - * a r a> $ f-f t - *  ( « -  i M ) ( *  -  i / , f )
g y - ^ g S - S ^ - a ^  |
/?3 ^ P~Pl ~02
' / J - A - f t  
A
/" jjP-Pi—fc-Pz_______^_____
v c ^ +  g ( a ; - 2/ , 0 .
V d f ? ( z - 2/,£ )2)
ft /^1 ^ 2 ^  7l 3(5—5i& r l l d iy v£  "£  ^ A A  «, ,
'? (*  -  2/ , 6 2)
P3^p—Pi—P2 a2<a—ai
z/ +  g(z -  y, f )
<■ X  X . X E
P3^P~Pi~P2 a2<a-ai £2s$5-<5i 72<7~7i 
/ 7 _ 7 l '
V 72 ,
P ~  fti ~  A A  (a- ~  o t i \  f 5  -  <Ji 
A  /  \  /  \  ^2
a » % d ? d f ‘_ q ( x - v , t f
-72 ^ <5-5i-<52 ^ a - a i - a 2 ^ P~Pi ~P2~Pz_______ ________
y 77 x * ^  +  <?(x -  y, £)
We get
^ ^ 3 “ 25 f3g ( ^ - 2 / .e ) 2|« C 3 A 2’" ' ^ )  ■ (3-24)
as <?2 e for q e Sfj"A Now define a function /M  :]o, oof—► R as
/ M ( i )  =  - L ,
P' +  £
and note tha t is a Bernstein function, compare Section 1.2. Thus we 
may use the estimate (1.17) to find
r- (3.25)
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Then for i? =  (7  — 71 — 72, 5 -  5i -  S2, a  -  ot\ -  a 2, (3 — f t  -  f t )  e Ngn and 
« =  2m we get, using (1.4), (3.18) and (3.25),
^ 7 —7 1 —72  ^ <5—<5i— ^ a —Q1-Q 2 flP~Pi—P2_______ ^_______
v v x € ^  +  g(x — 2/, 0
< Q E | ( / (7 “  ( g ( z - 2 / . 0 )
J=1
A i +  ...+ A j= 7 —yi—72  2=1 
B i+ ...+B j=<5—5i — 62  
C\+...JrCj=a—a\—0L2 
Di + ...Dj=P—Pi—02—P3
< f- 1
£ n _ y> 0
A i+ .. .+ A j= 7 —7 1 —7 2  2 = 1
+...+Bj = j—5i—<52 
C i+ ...+ C j = a —a i —0 2  
D \+ . . .D j  = P ~ P \ - P 2 —P3
(3.26)
< < * ! >
1 X. \s ^ 8 f^ d ° ‘q(x-y,e)
f a J ' v  +  q ( x - v , Q  }_J
B i+ . . .+ B j= 5 —5 \— 82  
C i+ .. .+ C j= a —a i —0 2  
Di+...Dj=P—0\—P2—P3
q { x - y , 0
<
. . 1/ . ^  i f
j = l  A i+ .. .+ A j= 7 ~ 7 i—7 2  2=1
i?i +...+jBj =  5—5 \— 62  
C i+ . . .+ C j  = a —Q i— 0 2  
Di+...Dj=P—Pi—P2—Pz
(3.27)
(3.28)
< - C 5.v
(3.29).
For k =  m we need to  estimate the above differently. The estimate from
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(3.27) to (3.28) changes to
1,91
c « £ j - e n
; t i  ' y + « ( *  -  y> f ) a1+...+4 ^ 7- 71- 72 i t
+ ...+Bj —<5—5\ —<^2 
Ci+...+Cj —a—ai —a2 
D i +... D j  =/?—/?i —(32 ~Pz
q{x- y , 0
< 1
J
e nC W " ' * ( 0" f - i  q ( x - y , t )  A f - 1 f t  K  Am>^(0; = 1 tf)S/ i+ -+j4j=7_7l_72 i = l vs/
5 i  +  . . . + B j  = 5 — <5i — 62 
C i+ .. .+ C j= a —a i —Q2
Di+...Dj=P—Pi —P2 —P3
(3.30)
For k =  2m  we collect the estimates (3.22), (3.23), (3.24), (3.26), and using 
Peetre’s inequality (1.14), we fina lly  end up w ith
18J%cx,( (y , f l)| «  i<76 A ^ ( $  -
- i c e A ' '* ( e - .u ) A - a ,^ ( f )
<  i c 6
=  i c 6 2|s|A|sW(??) 
< i c . 2W ( l  +  M ^ i  +  M 2) 1^ .
Then follow ing Theorem 1.16 we get
|c *J ||,|+ 2n+i =  max sup|y+5|^|s|+2n+lyi17e]Rn
^  max sup
| y + < 5 | < | s | + 2 n + l  y j7?eR n
.l£i III
( l  +  M 2) 2 ( l  +  M 2) 2 d]dvcx>(:{y,r))
1 c 6 2 |s'
V
^ - C 7.
V
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By the estimate (1.19) this yields
k d f r ^ ( x , t )
£  E
Pi^P cti^a a) (i (2^)- Os— Rn
< £  I  ( a )  ( l  )C ’8 | c i ,5|||N+2„+1
Pl^zfi oci^ a
<  -  C'^  ° a / 3 -
A y  W
Now we use th is  result together w ith  (3 .21 ), and conclude for the operator 
r ^ ( x ,  D )  tha t
r ^ ( x ,D ) u \ \ L2 ^  2- f n 7r f n £
^  -  Ca II w I
V
Q , / 3 , 7 6 { 0 , l } n
L2-.
This proves part A  of the Theorem. For part B, take « =  m  and collect the 
estimates (3.22), (3.23), (3.24), (3.30), and use Peetre’s inequality (1.14) to  
find
=  c '  X‘ ' * ( t - v ) * r ‘ * ( &
=S A1' 1’*  (ty) A '1*  ( f ) A-s ’^  (£)
=  C ^ A l * 1^ ) .
< C ' 2 lsl ( l  +  H 2) ^ ( l + - M 2) ^ .
Following Theorem 1.16 we get
|Cx,dll|s|+2n+i =  , max sup
| y + £ | < | s | + 2 n + l
^  max
| y + < 5 | ^ | s | + 2 n + l
^  C'r
sup |-C£2W|
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Estimate (1.19) then yields
|£ 3 f r M ( * .0
<
ai^a A )  \ a i.
Os—
Mn
e l(y’v)cx^ (y ,r})d yd r}
Rn
< E E (flf?
Pi^P ccx^ a 3 \  Van
Now we use this result together w ith  (3.21), and conclude for the operator 
r ^ ( x ,  D ) th a t
\ rM {x ,D )u \L 2 <  2 - 1 ^ 1 "  £
a ,/3 ,7 e {0 ,l}n V '
a/3 \m \L *
This concludes part B of the theorem. □
T h e o re m  3.9. Let ip be'a continuous negative definite function  satisfying
(3.16) and (3.17). Moreover assume q e S™’^ , m  >  0, satisfying  (3.18) is 
given. Then fo r  every s e E  and u  e j j Tn+3^  we have
lim  IIq (x ,D )u  — q^u\ x ,  D )u\
11 wnr\ II IH =  0 .
P roo f F irs t note th a t since C *  is dense in  H 2m+S^  as well as in  H m+3^ , 
and H 2m+S’^  c= H m+s^ ,  we find for every u  e H Tn+s^  a sequence (wJ^eNi 
Up e H 2m+3'^, such tha t —* u in H m+3^  as j i  —> oo. Then by Theorem 
3.8 .A  we get for u  e H m+3^  and s e R
||g (i, D )u  -  qM (x, D ) u =  | (q -  qM ) ( i ,  D ) u \H,^
=  | | ( 9 -  9M ) ( i .  D )  (u  -  uM +  u„)
<  II (9 -  9M ) (* . 0 ) u M||tf..+ +  II (9  -  9(l/)) (*1 r>)(u -
< - c ,s|u m||h»»+..+ + 1 (9 -  9m ) ( i .  £>)(“  -  “ /•)!» .,*
As u  e H m+S'^ and uM e H 2m+3'^ we find  th a t u — Up e Tf771* 5-’/'. Thus it  
follows from  Thereom 3.8.B tha t
where C ' is independent of v. Taking firs t the lim it  v —> co we find 
lim sup | q(x, D )u  -  q^v\ x ,  D )u \\H3ii> ^  C'\\u -  uij\ h ^+ s^ -
is—>00
For /j, —> co we conclude now
lim sup \\q(x, D )u  — q^u\ x ,  D )u \Rs^  ^  lim  C ’ \u  — uM||^m+3,v> =  0,
is—>00 fj.—>co
im ply ing
lim  |\q(x, D )u  -  qiu)(x, D )u \ ^ =  0.
i s—*00  i n  T
□
Using Theorem 3.8 we may now prove how to  approximate an existing 
Feller semigroup tha t is generated by a pseudodifferential operator —<7(2;, D ). 
We emphasize tha t we do not show the existence o f the Feller semigroup. This 
has to  be shown first, see Section 1.4. We give fu rther remarks concerning 
this topic at the end of th is section. The following theorem can be found in 
N. Jacob [16].
Theorem  3.10. Let ip be a continuous negative definite function  satisfying
(3.16), (3.17) as well as lim ^|_>00 ^ (^ )  =  00. Moreover assume q e 5™’^, 
m  >  0, satisfying  (3.18) is given and real-valued. Then fo r  s >  —m  we have
K 2
- j-N I jf r n . . , *  =s \\g(x, D )u fH,A +  „
fo r  a ll u  e
Lemma 3.11. Let ip be a continuous negative definite function  satisfying
(3.16) and (3.17). Moreover assume q e , m  >  0, satisfying  (3.18) is 
given. Then fo r  a ll I >  ^ and k e N with I — km  ^  0 we have fo r  u  e H 1^
M l if*.* ^  Q  I q{x, D )ku \L2 +  C {H |La.'
Proof. As I — km  >  —km  we may use Theorem 3.10 to  find 
K 2 0
- j - M w , *  «  |9(a:, D f u +  C 1| |u |p _ ii+  ^
<
As 2 / — 1 >  0 and lim ^|_>00 ip(£) =  0 0 , we may find  for e >  0 and large |£| 
tha t
A“ " ^ ( 0  < e A 2I^ ( 0  +  C,(e)>
which leads to
u . i . = A2' - 1' '" ®  |S(? ) |2 d£ (eA2,^ ( 0  +  C (e)) |2(S) |2 d£
Rn Rn
=  £| | « | ^  +  C (£)||U||2,  
Then it  follows from  (3.31) tha t
K 2
U\\HW ^  b ( X>D )ku lL2
and thus, as 4^  — C\E >  0,
u \\& .* <  (^ J - ~  ° i D ) k u \\2L 2 +  ( J j -  -  C iC {e ) \u \2L2 .
Hence we have
\\u\\Hi^  ^  Ci \q(x, D )ku \L2 +  C [\u \L2 ,
where C\ =  — C\E) 2 and C[ =  ( ^ C ie ) 2 (C \C {e)) 2.
The next Theorem is the main result of th is  chapter.
□
T h e o re m  3.12. Let ip be a continuous negative definite func tion  satisfying 
(3.16) and (3.17). Moreover assume q e S™’^ , m  >  0, satisfying  (3.18) is 
given. Assume also that the pseudodifferential operator —q(x, D ) eartencls to 
the generator o f a Feller semigroup. Then i f  s >  max {J , | } ; k e N such that 
2m +  s — km  ^  0 we have fo r  u e H km^
e-t,M (*,D )u _  e - tq (x ,D ) u <  -C «U | Hkm^  •
(X) V
P roo f Let us note th a t by our assumptions i t  follows from Theorem 3.5 tha t 
qjsrt c_* anci further we have H km^  cz H 3’^. For u  e H km^  we may use 
Lemma 1.24
, - t q ^ { x , D )  _  - tq (x ,D )e * — e
r t
U
<
- t q M ( x ,D )
£00_>£,C0
| ( g ^ (a ; } D ) — q (x , D )) e ^  d r
C x | { q ^ ( x ,  D ) -  q(x, D ))  e ^ ^ u ^  dr.
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Then, using Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.12, we find 
|| { ^ ( x , D ) - g ( x , D ) )  e ^ ^ u l L  
«  C 2 \ \ { f ( x ,  D ) -  q(x, D )) e - ^ ^ u W ^
s: c f c 3
^  \ c 2C3 ( lq (x ,D )he -<-t- r '> ^ 'D'>u\\L, +
=  i c 2C3 ( | e - ^ r^ x'Dk ( x , D ) ku\\L2 +  ||e-(‘ - r )*tI 'D>uJLa)
As H km^  c= L 2 i t  follows
\ c 2C3 ( \ \e -^ - T^ x'D'>q(x, D )ku\\L2 +
± C 2C3 \e - {t- r)^ ’D)\ L^ L2 ( |? ( x ,D )ku\\L* +  j u l ^ )
<  ± C 2C3C4 ( ||? (i, D f u \ L1 +  H | i2 )
^  —Chilli | jjkm.ip
Finally, we conclude 
C o ro l la ry  3.13. In  the situation of Theorem 3.12 we get fo r  u e  C0
=  0.
□
limv—>00
e -tq M ( .x ,D )u  _  g~tQ(x.D)u
Proof. As <z Coo dense, we find  for every u e C& a sequence (nM)pen e
such tha t lim M_,oo \\u — u jo o  =  0. Then i t  follows from. Theorem 3.12
e - b t " H x , D ) u  _  e - tq (x ,D )u
e - t g M ( x , D ) u  _  £ - t qM ( x ,D )  +  e ~ tq M (x ,D )  _  e ~tq(x,D) U,
< t-tqW(x,D)u _  e-tqM(x,D)'U, + - tq W { x ,D ) u  _  p -tq (x ,D ) U,
- tq W {x ,D ) ||W -  Wjoo +  - C \ \u J Hkrn,1,
£/CO — >£,00 ^  1 /
+  ||e- t , (I,D)|
— > £ / ° °
\U — U
^  ||U -  UpWao +  -C\\Up\\Hkm,i, +  flu -  U
A* II co 
Ai II oo -
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W hen taking the lim it  we get for jjl e N fixed
lim  sup
V —HX)
e ~ tq W (x ,D )u  _  e ~tq(x ,D)U ^  2\\u 'U'n||oo■
We conclude
lim , - tq (v\ x , D ) u  _  e ~tq(x,D )'U ^  lim  2 1| u — Up fen =  0 .
00 IjL—HX)
□
Going back to Section 3.1, in  particu la r (3.12), we have now suceeded in 
showing th a t a Feller semigroup th a t has as generator an extension
of —q(x, D ), is given by
Ttu  =  lim  T ^ u  =  lim  e ^ ^ u ,
for u  6 Coo- In  contrary to  (3.10) i t  is easy to w rite  down the operator 
q(u\ x , D ) ,  compare (3.11). One last remark we want to  make is th a t our 
approxim ation Only works i f  we already know tha t the Feller semigroup exists. 
In  order to  use our approxim ation to  prove also the existence of the semigroup 
(Tf)t^o w ith  generator — q(x, D ) one would need to  show tha t
lim
V —>00
e-t&H *,D )u _  e- t^ ( x ,D )u
=  0
for u  6 Cqq, bu t the fact th a t q ^ ( x ,D )  and q ^ ( x ,D )  do not commutate 
makes things d ifficu lt.
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Index of N otation
G eom etry  o f  M” and M ultiind ices
For x  =  ( x i , . . . ,  xn) e R n, |x| =  {x \ +  . . .  4- x l ) 1 , B r =  j r e  W 1 ; |x| ^  R }
and for £ =  ( f i , . . . ,  xn) e R n, (x , f )  =  X1&  +  . . .  +  xn£n; for a, b e R, (a, 6) 
open interval in  R, [a, b] closed interval in  R;
For a  =  ( a i , . . . ,  an) e NJ>, H  =  ol\ +  . . .  +  a n, a! =  ( a j )  • • • (<*„!), a  ^  (3 <=>
otj ^  $  for a ll jY  (“ ) =  (a-.% !/3j i f  /? <  a, (£) =  0 otherwise.
Spaces of functions defined on W 1
S  :=  {n  e C 00 ; |it|* :=  max|a+/3|<fc supx6]Rn |xad^u(x)| <  oo for a ll k e No}
Cq :=  {u  e C 00 ; supp (u ) is compact}
C™ :=  [ u s  C m ; for all e there exists a compact set I f c R "  such tha t
\dau{x)\ <  e  i f  x  e K c for \a \.^  m  }
C™ : = { « e  C m ; dau  is continuous and bounded for a ll |a| ^  m }
L p :=  space of measurable functions u  such tha t the norm
if  1 ^  p <  oo or
U\\L® =  M |c o  =  SUp | l l ( x ) |
is fin ite. Furthermore we use the notation
(u, v) =  u (x )x (x )d x  
JlR”
i f  ux e L 1.
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Spaces o f d istributions defined on R"
S ': space of tempered distributions, i.e., space of semi-linear forms on 
S 3 tp •—> (it, ip) £ C such tha t
|(u,y?)| ^  C\ip\N
for C  ^  0 and N  e N 0.
;=  i u  e S ' ; :=  ( l  4- ip (-))2u <  00
L2
A m plitudes, oscillatory integrals and pseudo- 
differential operators
 m  m
a £ C c0(R2n) ; |||u|||a: =  max|a+/?|<A: supy)7?eRn ( l  +  \y \2) 2 ( l  + 1??]2) 2
dyd^a(y,rj) <  co for all A: £ No j
0 s _ J®n JRn e ^ '^ a iy ,  rj) dy d77 :=  lim e^ 0 JRn JRn el<y-T7>a(t/, 77)xfe/, erj) dy drj 
where x  e <S(M2n) such tha t x ( 0 , 0 ) =  1.- 
A :=  : Mn —► E n ; if) continuous negative definite such tha t (1.18) holds}
5 T "  :=  {q  e C"°(R2n) ; |d ? d fg (x ,o | <  Ca0( 1 +  ^ ( 0 ) “  for ^ A ,
a, 0  e NJ and x,  £ 6  R ^ j
f TJX —p(|/3|)
{<? 6 S p *  ; %dfq(x ,  0  C * , (1 +  *> (0 ) 2 for 6 A,
a,/3 6 Nq and x ,£  6 R nj
r» o o ,i/;   I I  n m ,ip  q — o o ,ip   f y  n m ,ip
“ 0 : U m e R  0 5 I ImeR 0
9* ( 2 , 0 -  (27r)_n O s-JE„ JR„ e -*» ''i>qx (x — y ,£  — rfjdydrj  
(9 i# 9 2 ) (2 ,0  =  (27r)-"O s-JRn JRn 77)5 2 (2 - J / . O d j / * /
M iscellaneous
space of positive bounded measures on Mn 
space of positive measures on Mn w ith  to ta l mass 1
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